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The thrust of this thesis involves the examination of the
perceptions of U.S. Army officers in the field concerning the
present Officer Evaluation Report System (OERS) . This will
be done by utilizing the results of a survey instrument de-
signed by the authors and administered to army officers at
three local installations. By doing this, it is hoped that
areas in which common perceptions are held may be identified
and analyzed. It is one hope of this thesis that these
common perceptions will agree with recent optimistic findings
tentatively espoused by Department of the Army (DA). If this
is the case, then this study will lend further credence to
the statements and claims being made by DA.
If the common perceptions do not agree with these state-
ments and claims, then the DA Form 67-8 system may encounter
resistance in the future. It is not the aim of this study to
pass judgement on the present OERS nor to predict its ulti-
mate success or failure. However, if there are commonly held
perceptions about this latest evaluation report which run
counter to the statements and claims being made by DA offi-
cials, then it would behoove these officials to become aware
of these differences as quickly as possible.

The basic hypothesis of this thesis, then, is that the
perceptions of U.S. Army officers in the field concerning
the effectiveness of the DA Form 67-8 Officer Evaluation
Reporting System are in agreement with the statements already
promulgated by officials at Department of the Army, MILPERCEN.
The results of this thesis should either support or refute the
preceding hypothesis.
Additionally, where possible, this thesis will qualita-
tively assess whether or not some previously held perceptions
concerning earlier officer evaluation reporting systems have
changed with the institution of the DA Form 67-8.
B. BACKGROUND
The U.S. Army Officer Evaluation Reporting System (OERS)
is the product of many years of research and development. It
is part of a performance appraisal system that has few equals
in the industrial or academic worlds based upon its size,
complexity, and application.
It is of paramount importance that every officer under-
stand the purpose of the Officer Evaluation Reporting System.
Each report is designed and intended to provide useful and
meaningful information about each officer to Headquarters,
Department of the Army (DA). This information becomes the
basis for making personnel management decisions which involve
every aspect of an officer's career to include promotion,
assignments, selection for military and civilian schools,
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retention on active duty, entry into a Voluntary Indefinite
status, and in some cases, a passover.
The current U.S. Army Officer Evaluation Report - DA Form
67-8 - is the 16th revision since World War I, and the seventh
version of the Form 67 series since 1947. The purpose of this
form and its predecessors was to provide a more useful, accu-
rate, and equitable performance management system, as well
as to control the problem of rating inflation (Consistently
placing an inordinantly large percentage of officers at the
high end of a rating scale). Although the control of inflation
has been a major goal of these forms, it has not been adequately
achieved within the last fifty years.
Even as he introduced the latest Army Officer Evaluation
Report System (OERS) in 1979, then Army Chief of Staff
Bernard Rogers cautioned that "officers should not expect
the new OER form to cure the inflation scoring problems within
the Army evaluation system." In testifying before the House
Appropriations Subcommittee, he said the experience of earlier
evalution reports indicates that the new OER will probably
encounter high-score problems as officers become familiar with
the intricacies of the scoring system. Within a few years,
he said, the Army may have to modify the system to counter
scoring tendencies [Ref. 1: p. 24]. An extensive study of the
OER system completed in 197 2, prior to the latest two revisions,
reached the same conclusions:
11

"...The adoption of a new report may lower the inflationary-
trend for a short time as has happened in the past; however,
as has also happened with every form since 1925, inflation
will take over, making the new report as useless by se-
lection boards as the previous ones" [Ref. 2: p. 19],
It is interesting to note, however, that Department of
the Army officials have said that the current evaluation report
(which has been in use for three years) is not encountering
nearly as many problems as many thought it would. These
officials have said that this form - DA Form 67-8 - is proving
to be much more effective than its predecessors in providing
meaningful data to selection boards, as well as in curbing
the rating inflation tendency. Further, they have also said
that there are presently no plans to replace this form with
a new one.
C. THE STUDY CONCEPT
For more than 50 years, the Army used the term "Efficiency
Report". With the adoption of DA Form 67-7, the title of the
form was changed to "Officer Evaluation Report". This modest
change addresses more exactly the function of the report and
of the rating officials. It should help remind these officials
that they are not simply rating the officer - they are evalu-
ating his ability to perform military duties and to appraise
his qualifications for further duties. They are judging his
worth to the Army in the duties just concluded and in those
duties just ahead. In other words, they are answering the
questions "How did he/she do?" and "How can he/she do?".
12

In order to try to better answer these questions, the
Army developed the DA Form 67-8 system. This evaluation
system is multi-faceted in that it actually involves the use
of three different forms, rather than just one. It relies
heavily upon the techniques and concepts of management by
objectives (MBO). It is very ambitious in its scope and
design, and is largely dependent on a continual system of feed-
back and give-and-take between the rater and ratee. A more
thorough discussion of the specifics of this system is in-
cluded in chapter two of this thesis.
As mentioned earlier, Department of the Army officials at
the Officer Evaluation Branch of the Military Personnel Center
(MILPERCEN) in Washington are supportive of the present evalu-
ation report. They have made several evaluative and judgemental
statements concerning the effectiveness of the new evaluation
report, and the perceptions of it held by officers in the
field. Although outwardly optimistic, they caution that their
conclusions are tentative and based only on two and one half
years worth of data (some 250,000 reports).
It should be noted, however, that these same officials were
the proponent agency for the development and implementation
of the new evaluation system in the first place. Further, their
office is the agency responsible for the collection and analysis
of data concerning the effectiveness of the system. They are
the agency which will ultimately pass judgement on the success
or failure of the present OER system. It would be natural to
13

assume, then, that these officials also would have some owner-
ship in the present system and would be interested in seeing
it become a success.
Although such ownership is not inherently bad, the authors
thought that an outside study of the present evaluation
system might lend even more credibility to the initial, opti-
mistic findings of the DA officials. Instead of scoring
trends or averages, however, the authors were interested in
the perceptions of the present evaluation system held by
officers in the field.
D . ORGANIZATION
This thesis was written with the assumption that the reader
will neither be familiar with the U.S. Army's present officer
evaluation system nor will be aware of the historical develop-
ment and evolution of this system. Therefore, a rather
extensive historical review of the Army's officer evaluation
efforts is included in chapter two of this thesis. The thesis
then discusses methodology, results and analysis of the survey
instrument. Finally, a concluding chapter is included.
14

II.. BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW
A. EARLY HISTORY
The year 1890 is generally considered to be the date when
the U.S. Army first developed a permanent efficiency reporting
system for its officers. However, there were earlier attempts
to develop a performance evaluation system within the U.S.
military. These can be traced back all the way to General
Washington and the Continental Army. When he took command,
Washington sent out an order that efficiency reports, or what
amounted to efficiency reports, be rendered by battalion
commanders on all officers in the battalion. These reports
were to be used to adjust the grades within the battalion.
Those cases which could not be resolved at the lower levels
were ultimately referred to the general for resolution. Such
records as were retained were lost in the Washington fire in
1813. For the most part, however, these earlier evaluation
attempts were sporadic and informal. Evaluation was accom-
plished principally by way of service reputation. Nepotism
and patronage were much in evidence [Ref. 3: p. 26],
During most of the period before 1890 the Army remained
small, so there was no real need to develop a formal system
of evaluation. Officers could expect to stay with the same
regiment almost indefinitely. Thus, their capabilities were
well known to all members of the organization, including
15

those in positions to make or influence promotions. It was
common for several members of a family to serve together at
the same post
.
This early period was not entirely devoid, however, of
legitimate and conscientious efforts to develop useful eval-
uation techniques. In 1813 the combined offices of The
Adjutant General and the inspector general sent a letter to
thirteen regiments asking that a report be provided which
assigned a relative rank by grade for all officers of the
command. From all available evidence, this was the initial
forced ranking technique used by the U.S. Army [Ref. 3: p. 27],
The report was to distinguish between those officers known
to be meritorious and those who were not. One commander's
response "expressed a hope that his communication might remain
confidential in order to avoid unpleasant feeling" [Ref. 4:
p. 11-10 & 11-11], This provided a portent of the controversy
that would develop in the 20th century regarding the propriety
of not showing an officer his reports. In response to the
above-mentioned letter, the first recorded attempt to report
observation on subordinates was made by Brigadier General
Lewis Cass in 1813. Figure 1 includes excerpts from that
report.
The inspector general often would also incorporate
remarks concerning the quality of officers in various commands
in his reports, but little use was made of the information




EXCERPTS FROM THE EARLIEST RECORDED EFFICIENCY REPORT
EFFICIENCY REPORTS—VINTAGE 1813
Reprinted below are excerpts from an efficiency report which
has been gathering dust these many years. Names of the officers
have been changed; and any similarity to persons living or dead
is coincidental.
"Lower Seneca Town, August 15th 1813.
oirt
] forward a list of the officers of the—th Regt. of Infty. arranged
agreeable to rank. Annexed thereto you will r.nd all the observations
1 deem necessary to make.




Alexander Brown—Lt. Col., Comdg.—A good natured man.
Clark Crowell—first Major—A good man. but no officer.
Jess B. Wordsworth—2nd Major—An excellent officer.
Captain Shaw—A man of whom ail unite in speaking ill—A knave despised
by ail.
Captain Thomas Lord—Indifferent, but promises well.
Captain Rockwell
—
\n officer of capacity, but imprudent and a man of violent
passions.
Captain Dnn i. Ware I
Captain Parker f
1st Lt. Jas. Kcarns
1st Lt. Thomas Oearfoot
1st Lt. Wm. Herring
1st Lt. Dan!. Land
1st Lt. Jas. I. Bryan
1st Lt. Robert McKewell
Strangers but little known in the regiment.
> Merely good—nothing promising.
Low, vulgar men, with the exception of Her-
ring. From the meanest walks ot life
—
pos-
sessing nothing of the character of officers and
gentlemen.
1st Lt. Robert Cross— Willing enough—has much to learn—with small capacity.
2nd IX. Nicholas Farmer
—
A good officer, but drinks hard and disgraces himself
and the Service.
2nd Lt. Stewart Berry—An ignorant unoffending fellow.
Darrow—Just pined the Regiment—of fine appearance.
Raised from the ranks, but ail behave well





All promoted from the ranks, low, vulgar men,
without one qualification to recommend them
—
more hi to carry the hod than the epaulette.
Thos. G. Slicer
Oliver Warren




2nd Lt. John G. Sheaflcr \ Promoted from the ranks. Behave well and
2nd Lt. Francis T. VVhelan
J
will make good officers.
Ensign Behan—The very dregs of the earth. Unfit for anything under heaven.
God only knows how the poor thing got an appointment.
Ensign -John Breen Promoted from the ranks—men of w> manner and
Ensign Byor no promise.
Ensign North—From the ranks. A go«>d young nv<n who does well.
Tt'U i u im J fnii" i he





this early period was concentrated on elimination of the unfit
rather than identification of officers who possessed outstanding
value to the service.
Even the Civil War failed to produce any significant
developments in the movement toward a formal efficiency report-
ing system. While the number of men under arms expanded
considerably, the size of the Regular Army remained basically
static, so that service reputation and patronage could still
play the prime roles. The Confederate Army instituted a
requirement for periodic reports on all combat officers, but
it was never really placed in use. This action is significant,
nevertheless, because it was the first time that any require-
ment for periodic officer evaluation had ever been stated in
an American army [Ref. 3: p. 28].
B. TOWARDS A PERMANENT SYSTEM (1890-1922)
The 1890* s saw the advent of a systematic efficiency
reporting system in the Army [Ref. 5: p. 291]. Secretary of
War Redfield Proctor issued the first directive on this subject
in April 1890. In discussing the principles and aims of the
reporting system, the directive noted:
"A record will be kept in the War Department of the
services, efficiency, and special qualifications of offi-
cers of the Army, including the condition of their commands
and the percentages of desertion therefrom, and from
further reports made for that purpose" [Ref. 4: p.lll-1].
This first annual report came in two parts. The first part
was completed by the officer himself and the second by his
18

commanding officer. It was mandatory that the commanding
officer's report be shown to the rated officer when it was
unfavorable.
It is interesting to note that as early as 1891 there is
evidence that the problem of "hard" versus "easy" raters began
to be felt, a factor closely related to the problem of effi-
ciency report inflation. A recommendation was made that
the officer in charge of the "efficiency record section be of
wide personal acquaintance in order that he might give proper
weight to the reports in keeping with the characters of the
grading officials" [Ref. 4: p.III-4], There is no indication
that the recommendation was favorably considered.
By 1895 the efficiency report had attained the status of
a permanent system. As each succeeding year passed, the
reports tended to become more and more lengthy. Around 1900
the report consisted of two pages. By 1911 the efficiency
report had grown to 24 pages. In 1917 the report was shor-
tened to 12 pages for the sake of simplicity, probably as a
result of war mobilization. During World War I, the Army
developed a form which became the forerunner of the 2-sided
document which has been used (except for a 3-year period) to
this date.
Two overriding factors seem to have dictated the accep-
tance of an Army-wide annual efficiency reporting system by
the officer corps during the period 1890-1922. The first
step was the withdrawal in 1890 of officer promotion
19

authority from the regimental commands [Ref. 5: p. 291].
Secondly, President Theodore Roosevelt (1901-1909) decided
that too much influence was being wielded by politicians and
other powerful civilians in obtaining commissions, promo-
tions, and transfers. He felt the Army should have an officer
evaluation system which would be impartial and which would
base personnel actions upon individual merit. Therefore,
he clearly enunciated officer personnel management policies
that ruled out use of patronage for personal advancement, and
he threw the weight of the Presidency behind an officer eval-
uation system that would ensure impartiality and would be
based upon individual merit. "If any one factor can be
singled out as having been of paramount importance in the
development of a viable efficiency reporting system, it would
have to be Theodore Roosevelt's intervention" [Ref. 3: p. 30].
C. INITIAL FORM 67
Effective 14 November 19 22 the War Department established
an efficiency report with the base number 711. It was very
similar to the form displayed in Appendix A. This form was
an outgrowth of research conducted during World War I. It
should be noted that the report had no provision for a numeric
rating, although the Army did attempt to eventually quantify
the adjectival ratings on the various editions of the report
form. The same basic system, except for a major change of
format in 1945, was used until 1947.
20

On 1 December 1924 the WD AGO Form 711 was re-issued as
WD AGO Form 67. The familiar "67" number series has been
used ever since. The original Form 67 brought with it signi-
ficant improvements over previous methodology. Also, as an
earlier thesis pointed out, it represented a milestone in
that it brought the U.S. Army's efficiency reporting system
to the threshold of the inflation problem that would plague
it in later years [Ref. 3: p. 31],
During its first few years of existence, the Form 67
reporting system was highly effective in controlling rating
inflation and discriminating among officers. The system
reached its high-water mark of effectiveness in 1924, and
then increasingly came under the influence of grade infla-
tion [Ref. 6: p. 2]. However, by World War II, what had started
out as good system of the 20 ' s was no longer serving the
purpose for which it was intended. Between 1924 and 1945,
there had been 7 re-issues of the efficiency report form
with no change in the base number. The 1 February 1945
version of the basic Form 67 is included as Appendix B to
this thesis.
There is little doubt that Form 67 was well liked by
officers in the field. Familiarity with the system through
long use surely contributed to this popularity. However, the
primary factor in its popularity seems to have been the high
assurance of a good rating [Ref. 3: p. 35].
21

As mentioned earlier, by World War II the Form 67 had
become largely useless. Personnel selection boards could no
longer depend on efficiency reports to identify top caliber
officers. Personal knowledge of officer capabilities, by
reason of necessity, became a key index in determining officer
promotability. In essence, the old service reputation concept
was reasserting itself.
D. SUBSEQUEL FORMS 67
At the end of World War II, a major program of scientific
research was undertaken to compare the relative merits of
several different efficiency reporting systems with the
objective of picking the best. The nation's leading beha-
vioral scientists were involved in this research, as well as
thousands of officers representing all branches, grades,
components, and echelons. The result of all this effort was
that the previous evaluation system and its reporting format
were replaced by Department of the Army Form 67-1 (see
Appendix C). This new form was adopted for official use on
1 July 1947 and introduced three fairly radical innovations.
First - and most importantly - the form was "validated" . This
meant that, for the first time, a report form was tested before
its adoption to see if the ratings accomplished by the form
were related to some other realistic measure of officer
efficiency. The second innovation involved the use of a
relative-score scale which allowed comparisons among officers.
22

Thirdly, the form introduced forced-choice items as a method
of evaluation.
For the purpose of checking validity, in 1946 more than
7,700 officers were asked to complete both Form 67 and the
proposed Form 67-1. To establish a criterion for measuring
the comparative validity of the two forms, superiors, sub-
ordinates, and associates of each rated officer rendered their
own evaluations. The average score resulting form these
ratings became the criterion for validity. The degree of
correlation between each evaluation form and the established
criterion was then determined. It was concluded that the
Form 67-1 generally demonstrated a greater degree of validity
than the Form 67 because the correlation values for the new
form were higher across the board than for the old form.
The relative scoring system was designed to provide the
following kind of comparison: after all the raw scores had
been obtained, the middle score was converted to an Army
Standard Rating (ASR) of 100. The scores above and below the
middle were converted on a uniform basis up and down from 100,
within a maximum of 150 and a minimum of 51. The resulting
ASR's had meaning in terms of relative position, since half
were above 100 and half below; about two-thirds lay between
80 and 120. This score was referred to as the Overall
Efficiency Index (OEI) and was computed as of 31 May each




From a validity point of view and the standpoint of
improved differentiation and reduced inflation, Form 67-1
showed great promise. However, in terms of acceptability to
the officer corps, it was a total failure. Officers did not
like either th e relative scoring system or the forced-choice
items. Dislikes centered around the unknowns in score
obtained, the fact that the rater was required to check off
statements that were not complete and meaningful , and because
there were no provisions for showing the report to the rated
officer.
As a consequence, DA Form 67-2 (see Appendix D) was put
into use on 1 September 1950. This revision was intended to
address and correct the ills of Form 67-1. Like its prede-
cessor, it was standardized, but no effort was made to vali-
date it. Even more significantly, and in spite of the problems
with the previous form, no action was taken to determine its
acceptability to the officer corps through field testing. The
new form was divided into five separate sections. It provided
for information to identify the rated officer, the rater, and
the indorser, and also contained comments by the rating and
indorsing officers. Sections were also included which con-
tained scored scales on performance and promotability
.
One highly significant aspect of the system under DA Form
67-2 was the use of an Overall Efficiency Index (OEI) which
covered a 5-year period. It was hoped that the averaging of
reports rendered by different rating officials over an extended
24

period of time would facilitate the rank ordering of officers
for promotion purposes. This hope was not fully realized,
however
.
Therefore, on 1 October 1953 DA Form 67-3 made its
appearance on the scene (see Appendix E). Since it had
earlier been determined that acceptability by the officer
corps must be achieved, "it was decided to permit the officer
corps to construct their own form to a large degree" [Ref. 6:
p. 4], The end result was that the new form represented only
a modification of the preceding one. The new form was
validated in a manner similar to that used before the adoption
of Form 67-1. There is a strong suggestion, however, that
much more weight was placed on the acceptability issue than
on the form's capability to deliver an Objective measurement
[Ref. 3: p. 39].
Perhaps because of this inherent deficiency, DA Form 67-3
gave way to the DA Form 67-4 on 31 December 1956 (see Appendix
F). This latest form was also a basic revision of DA Form
67-2, but it did provide some administrative changes. For
example, the OEI base was extended from five to seven years
"to lesson the impact of extreme reports and to predict an
officer's true efficiency more clearly." More importantly,
however, this form introduced for the first time the role of
a "reviewer" : an officer in the chain of command who was
expected to insure that the correct officer rated and indorsed




The development of DA Form 67-5 was undertaken in January
of 1958, but the report and regulation did not go into Army-
wide use until 1 October 1961 (see Appendix G) . This re-
vision was based on substantial studies from 1958 onward.
Additionally, the form itself was subjected to an intensive
field test. The need for the new system paralled the rationale
governing previous changes in the "67" series. It had been
determined that DA Form 67-4 was losing ground in both validity
and acceptability [Ref. 7: p. 3],
The DA Form 67-5 did away with the OEI concept and sub-
stituted an annual numerical score, dropping the standard
scoring scale in the process. The composite numerical score
which the rater and the indorser entered on each form became
the basis for the annual numerical score. As a safeguard
against hard and easy raters, rating officials had to furnish
factual support for each award of the highest and lowest
numerical rating. The role of the reviewing officer was also
increased significantly. Most importantly, greater emphasis
was placed upon performance of current duty by downplaying the
description of the ratee and instead, evaluating his measurable
performance of duties. A mandatory counseling requirement was
prescribed and it was also decided that, as a means of con-
trolling rater bias, officers would not be shown their reports.
This efficiency report, like its predecessors, ultimately
suffered from the problem of rating inflation. In addition,
the no-show policy was frequently attacked by the officer corps
and undoubtedly lessened the acceptability of the form.
26

In 1966 , an ad-hoc committee of the Army began work to
devise yet another evaluation system. Its charter was to
simplifiy the tasks of the rater and indorser in accurately
portraying the ratee, while at the same time providing
Department of the Army more concise and meaningful information.
Less dependence was to be placed on the writing ability of the
rater and indorser. It was also planned to provide for
"rating the rater" at Department of the Army, by annotating
each rater's profile on computer tape. This objective was,
however, never realized. Nevertheless, on 1 April 1968 the
DA Form 67-6 was made effective with the hope that it would
overcome the inflationary trend and be more discriminating
in identifying the truly outstanding officer [Ref. 8: p. 13.1].
Most of the changes were cosmetic rather than substantive in
nature (see Appendix H). As an example, the space allocated
on the form for narrative remarks was reduced in size in order
to de-emphisize the importance of that particular element.
One important feature of the system initially was the use
of a forced ranking scale that reguired both the rater and the
indorser to rank the officer among officers of the same grade
"performing similar functions." Rating officials were also
reguired to show the placement of all officers being compared
in one of five rating blocks ranging from "top" to "bottom 5th".
This technigue was designed to present a picture of the standards
of the rating officials.
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The forced ranking system proved highly ineffective.
Sample surveys showed that about 40 per cent of the raters
found reasons not to complete the rank-order portion of the
report, and 43 per cent of the remainder ranked the officer
either "1" or "2" of "X" number of officers. In effect, each
officer, at the time of evaluation, suddenly ranked at the
very top of his peer group. [Ref. 3: p. 41].
Bowing to an acute acceptability problem, the rank order-
ing portion of the report was dicontinued in October 1969, but
the requirement to place officers in one of the five rating
blocks with peers was retained. As mentioned earlier, another
one of the original intents of this report form was to commit
the portion of the form having to do with forced ranking to
computer tape. In this way a running average of annual average
scores (AAS) on past reports rendered by each rater and indorser
could be developed. Based on what that average turned out to
be, each report rendered by that officer would be stamped to
reflect his standards (high, medium, or low). This approach
to using the form never materialized. It soon became apparent
that the DA Form 67-6 fell far short of its expectations.
Therefore, continued efforts to develop another new system
went on.
In 1969, the Army completed the first comprehensive survey
of the overall Officer Efficiency Reporting System (OERS).
Objectives of this study were to determine rating concepts,
administrative procedures, automation, rating formats,
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personnel and cost implications, and areas of study required
to support future changes to the system [Ref. 9: p. 14]. This
study also looked into the techniques and systems used by
the military organizations of four of our allies - Canada,
France, Great Britian, and West Germany.
The study developed four principal findings:
a. There was a lack of confidence by the officer corps in
the value and usefulness of the efficiency report system.
b. The indorsing officer added little substance.
c. There existed a need for education and training to
support the system.
d. There was a strong requirement for career and performance
counseling.
The study concluded that the Officer Efficiency Reporting
System needs: (1) Organization for acceptance, (2) Research
and development planning for future evolutionary changes, and
(3) Automation support, research, and correlation with other
officer evaluation management tools [Ref. 9: p. 15].
During 1970, a study of the total officer personnel
management structure, entitled The Officer Personnel Management
System (OPMS), was begun. An initial report was published in
June of 1971 for information to the officer corps. As part
of the report, short and long range goals were identified.
Another part of this effort included the development of DA Form
67-7 for use beginning 1 January 1973. Addressing the evalu-
ation portion, the report's short range goals were specified
to be an initial supervisory system, and more automation of
selected portions of the efficiency report. Few substantive
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changes were made in the form itself. The long term goals were
stated as "focusing on reduced dependability of the single
report instrument for personnel management and to establish
a comprehensive research and development effort towards the
goal of restructuring the evaluation, counseling, and personnel
selection system by the end of the decade [Ref. 9: p. 15].
When the DA Form 67-7 was inaugurated, then, the earlier
report form had been revised from the basic forced choice
type to a composite checklist, narrative description, and
preferred ranking type (see Appendix I). Personal qualities
had been revised to read as professional attributes; the numer-
ical ratings converted to "boxed scores" ; and a 70/30
performance to potential numerical weighting arrangement esta-
blished. Its main claims to fame were "an overt scoring
system to combat inflation, the capability of automating much
of its data, and an attempt to measure rater tendencies."
Each officer charged with responsibility of rating other officers
was also encouraged to use performance counseling or "coaching"
to develop his subordinates, particularly with junior officers
[Ref. 10: p. 1.1]. It is also interesting to note that in con-
junction with the development of the DA Form 67-7, an OER
research element was added to the Military Personnel Center
(MILPERCEN) at Department of the Army on a permanent basis.
xMuch like its predecessors, the DA Form 67-7 also failed
to live up to its expectations. Even though this form was
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used until October of 1979, Department of the Army had
announced by early 1975 that this form was going to be replaced.
The main arguments against the DA Form 67-7 were that it
provided no guidance to the rated officer on how he was doing
or in what areas he should improve; and selection boards again
had very little to go on when making promotion, schooling, and
assignment selections because of the inflated OER. Also,
arguments were made that there was nearly a total disbelief
in the usefulness of the OER system; and anyone outside the
system (civilian) who acted as a rater or indorser had to be
coached about its intricacies - or have the rated officer
suffer [Ref. 11: p. 43],
E. PRESENT SYSTEM: DA FORM 67-8
The latest version of the Army's evaluation report made
its debut on 1 November 1979. This report took five years to
develop and test, and is intended to be geared to provide
realistic evaluations of an officer's performance and potential.
The major function of this new system is to provide information
from the organizational rating chain to Department of the Army
for officer personnel decisions, just as with its predecessors.
The secondary functions of the system are to encourage the
professional development of the officer corps and to enhance
mission accomplishment [Ref. 12: p. 1-1]. These functions




In explaining the purpose of the system to officers in
the field, the stated objectives were to:
1) Increase mission-related communications between officers
and their raters.
2) Improve performance couseling.
3) Better relate the evaluation to performance and the
performance to the mission.
4) Increase the involvement of the rating chain.
5) Dampen inflation [Ref. 13: p. 20],
In order to meet these objectives, several changes have
been incorporated in the new evaluation system. The most
notable of these is the fact that the new OER system uses
three forms instead of just one. The DA Form 67-8 (OER) is
used to evaluate the officer. The DA Form 67-8-1 (Support
Form) is used in the field for mission related communication
and professional development. Finally, the DA Form 67-8-2
(Profile Report) is used at Department of the Army to track
the rating history of the senior raters (previously called
indorsers ) . These three forms are included as Appendices J
through L.
The first two of the above-mentioned objectives are to
be achieved through the Support Form. It is used as a guide
by the rated officer and his rater to clearly outline the
rated officer's mission responsibilities at the beginning of
the rated period. Throughout the rating period it is used
to update objectives as missions and priorities change.
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At the end of the period, the rated officer submits a
completed Support Form to his rating chain. This provides
them his assessment of his duty description, major performance
objectives, and significant contributions during the rating
period. This should assist the rating officials in rendering
a more complete evaluation. The Support Form is not forwarded
to Department of the Army with the OER, but is returned to the
rated officer.
The OER itself adresses the rated officer's performance.
Professionalism is addressed by requiring the rater to rank
the officer on a series of fourteen professional competencies
using a five point Likert scale ("1" being high). A comment
block is also included where the rater can describe areas of
professional ethics where the ratee is particularly strong or
weak. The rated officer's potential is evaluated by all rat-
ing officials, but the senior rater is required to render a
separate and critical evaluation of the officer's potential
on the new report by using a modified forced distribution
type system.
The inflation problem has been addressed through the
senior rater profile and the DA Form 67-8-2. First of all, a
profile is entered on the OER beside the senior rater's
evaluation. This profile shows exactly how the senior rater
evaluated all officers of the same grade as the rated officer
up to the time the report was received at DA. This profile
addresses the question of hard versus easy raters by enabling
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personnel managers and selection boards to compare that report
against the senior rater's normal rating tendencies.
DA Form 67-8-2, which is used at DA, tracks the rating
history of the senior rater. One copy is placed in the per-
formance portion of the senior rater's official personnel
file. It is also made available to senior raters on an annual
basis. This particular form highlights the importance the
Army has placed on senior raters performing their evaluation
duties with this new system.
In order to enhance the acceptability of this new system
among the officer corps, the Army used a wide variety of
implementation techniques to introduce and establish the new
OER. A major education program from May 79 to August 79
included: publication of a Department of the Army (DA)
Circular, release of a TV instruction tape, tours by DA brief-
ing teams to major units and installations, distribution of
the revised Army Regulation concerning the OERS (AR 623-105),
a training package for resident and non-resident schools, and
a DA pamphlet for every officer. A transition period from
15 September to 1 November 1979 was established during which
virtually all officers received one final "closeout" OER
using the old system (DA Form 67-7).
The DA Form 67-8 has now been in effect for three years.
Conclusions as to its ultimate success or failure have not yet
been fully determined. Initial comments from Department of
the Army have been encouraging. Even more important is the fact
that, as of this writing, no new OER system is being envisioned.

Ill . METHODOLOGY
A. SELECTING A SAMPLE
Before selecting a population from which to sample, several
requirements were established which would determine whether or
not a particular population was suitable for study. First,
the sample had to contain large numbers of officers from all
branches of the Army. It was necessary that individuals in
the sample not be restricted to a particular branch because
this would reduce the validity of the study. Second, there
had to be large numbers of officers in the ranks to be sampled
for the reason similar to the one above, Third, the sample
needed to be located as close as possible to the Naval Post-
graduate School. The reasons for this are two-fold. One, it
would be easier to make any coordination necessary to gain
access to the sample. Two, it would reduce the time lost in
mailing out and sending in the survey.
After establishing these criteria, the first choice was
Fort Ord and the Seventh Infantry Division. This post is
geographically close to NPS and contains large numbers of officers
in the grades under study. Initial contact was made with the
Seventh Infantry Division Adjutant General on 8 June 1982.
After hearing what the study entailed he agreed to allow his
officer population to be surveyed, but under two conditions.
First, his office could not become involved in any administrative
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actions relating to the survey. Second, the survey had to be
administered so that it did not put any administrative burden
on the surveyed officers, commanders or unit staffs. These
conditions were accepted.
He then introduced the warrant officer who was responsible
for maintaining the Officer Records Branch. This individual
was instructed to provide a print-out of all officers in the
ranks of CPT, MAJ, and LTC for which he maintains records. In
addition to Ft. Ord, his office maintains records for officers
assigned to Ft. Hunter Liggett and the Defense Language Institute
The total number of officers included on the print-out was 1117.
B. THE SAMPLE
As previously mentioned, the officers selected for the study
were in the ranks of Captain through LTC. There were. several
reasons why these officer grades were chosen. First, officers
in the grades 0-3 through 0-5 have been in the service long
enough to have received several reports under the new OER system.
This allows them to base their answers to the survey questions
on a larger experience base than would be the case if lower
grades were included. Second, since several questions also
deal with rating fellow officers of lower ranks, 0-1' s and 0-2'
s
would not be able to respond to these questions. Third, there
were large numbers of officers available in the population in
these grades. If officers 0-6 and above were included there
would not have been sufficient numbers available to make state-
ments about their responses. Lastly, most of the officers
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included in the study have been rated under at least one other
OER system and could, therefore, make experiential judgements
on how the current system compares with earlier systems.
Having obtained a population, the authors then wanted to
select a sample that closely paralleled the rank structure of
the parent population. In order to do this, the population
was first broken down by rank. Then a one-third sample was
taken from each of the three categories. Following this, the
samples were screened to eliminate those officers who would
be departing their current duty station before 1 July 82. The
purpose of this was to screen out those officers who would be
in a transient status at the time the survey was mailed out.
It was felt that the chances of these officers receiving the
survey and completing it before the 23 July 8 2 cut-off date
was very low and, therefore, they did not warrant inclusion
in the sample.
The total number of officers in the sample after the screen-
ing process was 276. Broken down by rank there were 138 captains,
78 majors and 60 LTC's. Surveys were then sent out on 23 June
82 to all officers in the sample. A cut-off date of 23 July 82
was established for receipt of completed surveys. By 23 July,
180 surveys had been completed and returned. Additionally, 15
surveys had been returned unopened because the mailing address
was incorrect or the recipient could not be located. After 23
July four surveys were returned completed but were not included
in the data base.
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m summary, 276 surveys were sent out, 180 (65%) were
completed by the cut-off date, 4 (1.4%) were completed after
the cut-off and 15 (5.4%) were returned unopened. Tables I
through V show a breakdown of the completed surveys by rank,
sex, race, source of commission, and branch. Table VI shows
how well the officers returning surveys correspond to the
original population by rank.
C. INSTRUMENTATION
The survey instrument used was developed specifically for
this study. Material used to design survey questions was
obtained from three primary sources. First, Department of the
Army pamphlets, memos, and letters were reviewed and several
statements were found which contained information relating to
how officers and officer selection boards felt about specific
portions of the OER. These statements were then written into
question formats with as much as possible of the original
statement quoted verbatim.
The second major source of information was a survey that
was conducted by the Department of the Army prior to imple-
mentation of the current OER. The original survey was conducted
in 1976 and administered to 1596 officers. Questions relating
to performance assessment, potential assessment, performance
counseling and OER format preference were taken directly from
this study. The purpose of using the identical questions was
to see how, if at all, officer respondents' opinions had chanced
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The third principle source of information used to develop
survey questions was a thesis written in 1971 by Major Robert
Dilworth, USA, concerning officer efficiency report inflation.
The questions taken from this thesis center around the inflation
problem associated with OER systems. Specifically, the questions
deal with the OER system's capability to identify officers of
little potential to the Army, officers with the greatest future
potential, and whether the system accurately portrays an officer's
performance. The reason for selecting these questions for
inclusion in this study was to examine how perceptions of a
previous OER system (67-6) and the current system (67-8) compare
in their capability to identify an officer's potential value
to the service.
After reviewing the three primary data sources, 30 questions
were selected for inclusion in the survey. Of the 30 questions,
seven were demographics, one was an open-ended comment question,
and the remainder addressed a specific area of interest. Three
questions were included in the survey in two slightly different
formats. The first time they asked how an officer felt about
a certain event when he received an OER; the second time they
asked how an officer felt when he was rating a subordinate.
The purpose of this was to determine if an officer's perception
was different depending on whether he was giving or receiving
an OER.
Whenever possible a five point Likert scale was used to
record survey responses. The scale went from strongly agree
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(rated 5) to strongly disagree (rated 1). On questions which
did not lend themselves to this format, respondents were given
multiple choice items and told to select the one most accurately
depicting their response.
D. ANALYSIS
After the cut-off date of 23 July 82, all survey responses
were coded and entered into a computer program utilizing the
Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS). All subsequent
statistical data analysis was done using procedures contained
in the SPSS software package. The computer analysis of the
data was conducted from 25 July 82 until 1 October 82.
The basic plan for data analysis was to first break the
sample down demographically to see what the respondents looked
like. Following this, the BREAKDOWN subprogram was used to
provide mean scores for questions 8-28 by rank of respondent.
The same procedure was then used to perform a t-test of statis-
tical significance at the .05 level. Based upon the results
of these tests, further tests were conducted using various
demographic categories to try and identify significant differ-
ences and trends among groups.
After looking at how the sample was compared, the survey
data was then compared to the earlier findings of the three
principal data sources. The responses of officers in the
current sample were compared que:.. t ion by question to the results
of the earlier studies to try and identify whether major
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differences existed in the perceptions of the different groups




IV. RESULTS , ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
A. GENERAL
As mentioned earlier, the survey instrument used to gather
data for this thesis consisted of 30 questions. The first five
of these were basic demographic questions, the results of which
were addressed at the end of the previous chapter. Question
6 and 7 also sought to gather background information on each
of the respondents. They will be addressed shortly. Questions
8 through 26 pertained to a specific portion or aspect of the
present Officer Evaluation Report System (DA Form 67-8). They
were answered using a five point Likert scale ranging from 5
(strongly agree) to 1 (strongly disagree). Questions 27
through 29 also addressed specific areas of interest, but
they did not lend themselves to using the Likert scale format.
For these questions respondents were given multiple choice items
and told to select the one most accurately depicting their
response. Finally, question 30 requested that respondents use
the back of the last page of the survey for any comments they
might wish to make concerning the questionnaire itself or the
Army's OER system. Slightly over 30 percent of these respondents
did so, as will be discussed towards the end of this chapter.
The authors will now address, in turn, each of the above-
mentioned survey questions starting with number 6. A specific
format will be used in discussing each of these questions.
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First, the general area or subject of the question will be
identified. Next, the entire question will be stated verbatim
as it appeared on the survey instrument. Where appropriate,
the mean (broken down by rank), level of statistical signifi-
cance, and/or frequency are given.
Discussion of specific points and highlights about each
question follows the previously mentioned information. The
reason for the inclusion of the question in the survey is then
explained. Finally, the results of the question will be
compared with the information source from which the question
was drawn or developed.
The reader will remember from chapter three that there
were three primary information sources used: 1) DA pamphlets,
memos, and letters, 2) a previous DA survey conducted in 1976,
and 3) a 1971 thesis concerning 'OER inflation. Hopefully,
comparisons of the current data with these earlier data
resources will enable the authors to gain added insight into
the present OER situation, and will result in more valid and
far-reaching conclusions.
The format as discussed above will be used for each of the
survey questions except the last one, which solicited additional
respondent comments. This "comments" question will be handled
separately by highlighting common areas of concern, referencing
certain specific comments, and trying to relate the data to
the results of earlier questions.
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Before addressing the specific results from each of the
individual questions, the reader will note that a summary table
of means broken down by rank is included in Table VII. It
should also be noted that the respective questions are listed
by their appropriate number and description. This table will
serve as a ready reference for the reader as he proceeds
through the remainder of this chapter.
B. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
In comparing the results of this study to earlier studies
it was at times necessary to group data into categories used
in the earlier works. For example, the survey conducted by
DA in 1976 prior to implementation of the current OER system
presented its findings by company grade and field grade
categories as opposed to by individual ranks. In an attempt
to allow comparisons between the two studies, 0-3 results have
been equated to company grade and 0-4 and 0-5 results have
been equated to field grade. This procedure was necessary only
on questions 10, 11, 26, 27 and 29.
Another adjustment was made to allow for comparisions
between this study and an earlier study by Dilworth. The
convention used was to equate the responses "Strongly Agree"
and "Agree" to "Yes", and "Strongly Disagree" and "Disagree"
to "No". This procedure was necessary on questions 18, 20 and
21. Also in the Dillworth thesis the data is not broken down
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1. Number of QERs Received and Completed (Familiarization )
The subject of question 6 had to do with the familiarity
of the respondents with receiving an OER under the present
system. Specifically, the question states:
"Approximately how many OER's have you received under the
current system (DA Form 67-8)?"
The results of this question are given in Table VIII.
The point of interest with this question is simply that
over 96 percent of the respondents had received six or less
evaluation reports under the present system. This result was
to be expected given the newness of the DA Form 67-8.
The reason for including this question was to determine
the experience base from which the respondents were answering
the other survey questions. It can be assumed, then, that
most of the respondents do not have enough first-hand experience
with the new form, as a rated officer, to be aware of any trends,
nuances, or eccentricities associated with this system.
Question 7 also attempts to guage the familiarity of
the respondent with the new OER system. However, this question
deals with being a rater rather than a ratee. It is stated
as follows:
"Approximately how many OER's have you completed as a rater
or senior rater under the current system (DA Form 67-8 )T"
The results are shown in Table IX.
The results of this question are also highly skewed
toward the low end of the scale (just as with question 6).
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respondents have had a fair amount of experience acting as
raters or senior raters (over 12 percent have filled out 16
or more OER's), but the general trend again is towards a small
experience base.
2. Helpfulness of PER Support Form
The next pair of questions, 8 and 9, deal with the OER
Support Form (DA 67-8-1). Question 8 seeks to determine whether
the DA 67-8-1 had been helpful to the rating officer in measuring
and accessing the rated officer's performance. The question is:
"The development of the OER Support Form (DA 67-8-1) has
significantly aided me in measuring the rated officer's
performance .
"
The overall mean (3.70) indicates that officers feel
the Support Form has been helpful but not overwhelmingly so.
This may be in conflict with the source document for this
question, DA SPOTLIGHT No. 6, Aug 1981, which states the
Support Form "appears to be making a significatnt contribution"
to the evaluation process. It should be pointed out, however,
that a respondent could consider the support form helpful but
still think of it as not adding significantly to the rating
process.
In question 9 the rated officer is asked if the
Support Form has helped his performance through the joint
objective setting process he goes through with his rater. The
exact question is:
"I feel the OER Support Form (DA 67-8-1) had helped to im-




The overall mean for this question is 3.25 or just
slightly above the median response of "No Strong Opinion" (3.0).
This finding is also in apparent conflict with the source
document for this question, DA SPOTLIGHT No. 6, Aug 1981, which
states the Support Form appears to be making a significant
contribution to the goal of better officer performance.
3 . Rater/Senior Rater Qualifications For Assessing
Performance And Potential
The performance and potential assessment process are
the subjects of questions 10 and 11. Question 10 asks whether
the rater or senior rater can best evaluate an officer's
performance. Specifically, it says:
"In most cases the rater is in a better position to evaluate
an officer's performance than is the senior rater."
The mean for this question is 4.54 with 170 of 179
officers (94.9%) agreeing with the statement. These results
indicate most officers feel that the rater should be responsible
for rating performance, as is now the case on the 67-8. When
these results are compared with the earlier DA study it should
be noted that the same question produced virtually identical
results. 94.3% of the company grade officers and 94.5% of the
field grade officers agreed with the statement.
Question 11 seeks to determine whether or not officers
feel the senior rater is better suited than the rater to evaluate
an officer's future potential. The question says:
"By virtue of his experience and broader organization per-
spective the senior rater is in a better position than the
rater to accurately assess an officer's potential."
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The mean for this question is 2.69; that is, officers
tended to disagree with the idea that senior raters can do a
better job of assessing an officer's potential than can the
rater. Only 51 officers out of 178 (28.7%) actually agreed
with the statement while the remainder either disagreed or said
it made no difference. A similar question in the earlier 1976
study dealing with the indorser position found that 20.1% of
company grade officers agreed that the indorser was better able
to assess potential than the rater. The results of questions
10 and 11 in this study and their counterparts in an earlier
study indicate that the majority of officers feel the rater
should be responsible for both performance evaluation and po-
tential assessment.
4. Perceptions of Scores and Ratings on Promotion Opportunity
The related series of questions 12, 13, and 14 are all
concerned with how an officer feels certain scores or ratings
on the OER directly affect his promotion opportunity. The
sources for these questions were a DCSPER (Deputy Chief of
Staff for Personnel ) memo on the status of the OER system and
an untitled memo whose subject was the status of the OER system.
Question 12 asks the officer if he feels that his promotion
opportunites are significantly diminished if he does not receive
all "l's" in Part IV of DA 67-8. It should be recalled that
Part IV is a series of 14 questions concerning the ratee's per-
formance which are scored from 1, high degree, to 5, low degree.
The survey question is:
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"I feel that if I do not receive all "l's" in the rater's
numerical professionalism section of the DA 67-8 (Part IV),
it will greatly reduce my promotion opportunity."
The mean for this question was 4.30 with 96 of 179
officers (53.6%) marking "Strongly Agree". It should be noted
that no officer marked "Strongly Disagree" and only 14 marked
"Disagree". These results agree with DA findings which have
found scores in Part IV to be skewed toward the high end of
the rating scale. Apparently rating officers are concerned
that less than maximum scores will have unduly negative impacts
on an officer's promotion chances and, consequently, are inflating
the scores.
The purpose of Question 13 is to find out how officers
feel about the rating they get in Part V, the rater's performance
and potential section, of DA 67-8 in regards to its impact on
their promotion opportunities. Specifically it says:
"If I do not receive checks in the blocks "always exceeds
requirements" and "promote ahead of contemporaries" in the
rater's performance and potential section of DA 67-8 (Part V),
it will greatly reduce my promotion opportunity."
The mean for this question is 4.33 with only 11 of 178
officers (6.2%) disagreeing with the statement. As with the
preceding question, this finding substantiates recent DA findings
which say that this section of the OER remains skewed toward
the high end.
An officer's perception of the importance of the senior
rater's potential evaluation (the box check in Part Vila) in
regard to his promotion chances is dealt with in question 14.
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This box check involves selecting a rating for the officer
from a forced distribution scale of 100 officers. The
statement is
:
"If I am not placed in the top box of the senior rater's
potential evaluation scale, I feel my chances for promotion
are greatly reduced"
.
The mean for this question is 3.08 with roughly the
same number of officers agreeing (76) and disagreeing with
the statement (78). Evidently officers do not feel as strongly
about this section having adverse impacts on their promotion
chances as they do about sections IV an V. This finding supports
a recent selection board member, MG Louis G. Wagner, Jr., who
said:
"...the senior raters in general are doing a good job. They
are spreading their officers. This does not mean that rated
officers not in the top box will not be selected. The board
looks far beyond the box check."
5. Comparison Base for Potential
Question number 15 addresses the issue of whether a
rating officer should assess a ratee's potential by comparing
him with all other officers of the same grade, or with some
smaller, and more specific, population of officers. The exact
statement is:
"Senior rater assessments of potential should compare the
rated officer's abilities with those of all other officers
of the same grade, regardless of branch, specialty, or other
considerations .
"
The overall mean (2.72) indicates that the respondents as a
whole slightly disagreed with the statement. Furthermore,
there was very little difference among the three grades of
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officers (captains, majors, and lieutenant colonels) that
constituted the total respondent population. Each subgroup
was also slightly below the median response of "No Strong
Opinion"
.
This stated perception is in direct conflict with the
source document for this question, an undated DA information
sheet entitled "Status-Officer Evaluation Reporting System
(OERS)". This document states:
"The proper manner for the senior rater to assess potential
is to compare the rated officer's ability to perform in po-
sitions of greater responsibility with the abilities of
officers of the same grade... it is equally improper to com-
pare the rated officer's potential with a grouping narrower
than the same grade, such as branch or specialty."
This question seems to highlight an obvious "disconnect"
between the ideas being promulgated by DA and the perceptions
of the surveyed officers.
6 . Perceived Importance of Specific PER Sections
The next two questions both deal with the perceived
importance of various portions of the DA Form 67-8. Question
16 looks at the importance that selection boards place on the
rater's imput vis-a-vis the senior rater's input. Specifically,
the question states:
"I feel that selection boards viewing the current OER Form
place more emphasis on the senior rater's evaluation than
the rater's input."
The overall mean is 3.60, which indicates that the
survey respondents were in slight agreement with the statement.
This particular question evolved from a statement in the
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DA Spotlight No. 6 dated August 1981, which said, "There does
not appear to be undue focus on the senior rater portion of the
OER." The reader will note that the survey results tended to
contradict the above-referenced source. There does seem to be
a general perception that more emphasis is placed on the
senior rater's evaluation than the rater's input.
It is also interesting to note that the strength of this
perception is lessened as the officer becomes more senior in
rank. The mean for captains is 3.71, which falls to 3.63 for
majors and 3.26 for lieutenant colonels. This trend is reinforced
by the fact that a two-way analysis of variance showed that the
difference in means between captains and lieutuenant colonels
was statistically significant at the .05 level.
The focus of question 17 is on the rater's performance
narrative section of the OER. The actual question is stated
as follows:
"I feel that the rater's performance narrative is the single
most important part of the OER."
The overall mean for this question is 3.17, which is
only slightly above the median response of "No Strong Opinion".
The interesting point here is that there are notable differences
among the subgroup means (3.18 for captains, 3.43 for majors,
2.77 for lieutenant colonels). The difference between majors
and lieutenant colonels is statistically significant at the .01
level (again using two-way analysis of variance).
This question was also drawn from a statement in the
DA Spotlight No. 6 dated August 1981. The actual statement
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said, "Significantly, several of the recent boards (promotion
boards) have indicated that the performance narrative, Part Vc,
is the single most important part of the OER." Although the
overall survey results for this item tend to support the above-
referenced statement, this support is neither broadly shared
nor strong, as is shown by the rank subgroup means noted above.
It is also noteworthy that the most senior officers tend to
disagree with the statement. This might not be expected since
they are the most likely to have had experience serving on such
promotion boards, or to be selected to do so. Further, it is
unclear to the authors why such a difference of opinion should
exist between majors and lieutenant colonels concerning this
question.
7 . Perceptions of Rating Score Inflation
Rating score inflation is addressed by both questions
18 and 19. Question 18 states:
"I feel that inflation is not a problem with the current
OER."
The mean for this item is 1.97, which is the lowest
for any of the survey questions. Of 179 respondents, only 13
agreed to any extent that this statement was true. On the other
hand, 58 individuals responded "Strongly Disagree" and another
82 responded "Disagree". The implication of this result is
clear: rating inflation is still widely perceived as a problem,
even with the DA Form 67-8 system.
This question was developed from a similar question
in the Dilworth thesis which asked, "How do you view inflation
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of efficiency rating?" Respondents had five answers to choose
from, ranging from "Overplayed, not really a problem" to "Single
most important problem". It is interesting to note that of
208 respondents to this earlier (1971) thesis question, 164
(78.8%) answered either "Significant problem" or "Single most
important problem". This compares with- 78. 2% of the respondents
of the present survey who answered either "Strongly Disagree"
or "Disagree". It would seem in this case that officers'
perceptions have changed very little in eleven years!
Question 19 wants to find out to what extent, if any,
the rating inflation problem has been reduced or ameliorated
by the present OER form. The actual survey question states:
"I feel that the current OER has helped to reduce the in-
flation problem of past OER systems."
The overall mean for this item is 3.14, which is
barely above the median response (3.0) of "No Strong Opinion".
When broken down by rank the captains have the lowest mean of
3.05 followed by the majors with 3.20 and the colonels with
3.30. Even though these subgroup means are still fairly close,
it is interesting to note that the strength of agreement with
this statement seems to increase with increasing rank.
What might be of even more importance is the fact that
strong differences of opinion were indicated from survey
respondents. Of 180 respondents, 64 said "Strongly Disagree"
or "Disagree", while 94 said "Strongly Agree" or "Agree".
This large spread of opinion was not manifested in the preced-
ing question having to do with rating inflation.
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This question developed from two sources. The October
1979 issue of Soldiers magazine listed as one of the objectives
of the new OER to "dampen inflation". Then in the May 24, 1982
edition of the Army Times , DA officials said (among other things)
that the new OER "has checked the inflated scoring problems
that destroyed previous OER systems". From the results of the
survey question concerning this point, it would appear that the
perceptions of survey respondents are still mixed despite such
statements by such DA officials.
8. Identification of Officers of Least and Greatest
Potential
The problem of identifying officers of the least and
greatest potential value to the Army is addressed in questions
20 and 21. Question 20 states:
"I feel the present OER system is effective in identifying
officers of little potential value to the Army."
The overall mean is 3.34, which indicates that the
survey population tended to agree with this statement. A little
over half of the respondents answered "Strongly Agree" or "Agree".-,
while slightly under one fourth disagreed to some extent.
When examined by rank, the more senior officers again
tended to agree more strongly. The captains' mean was 3.19,
the majors' 3.41, and the lieutenant colonels 3.63. The dif-
ference between the captains and lieutenant colonels was




This question was developed from an earlier version
in the Dilworth thesis which asked, "Is our present OER
system effective in identifying officers of little potential
value to the service (Yes or No)?" Nearly 67.5% of the
respondents to this earlier question responded "Yes". If the
current survey responses of "Strongly Agree" and "Agree" are
equated to a "Yes" answer, then the present survey results in
nearly a 54?o affirmative response rate. Such a comparison is
difficult at best, especially since nearly 24% of the current
respondents indicated "No Strong Opinion". This additional
category may, however, partially explain the different affirmative
response rates indicated by the two surveys.
The opposite end of the potential spectrum is handled
by question 21. Specifically, it states:
"I feel the present OER system effectively identifies those
officers having the greatest future potential."
The mean for this item is 2.94, which is just below
the median response (3.0) of "No Strong Opinion". When examined
by subgroup, the captains have the lowest mean of 2.79, while
the majors are highest with 3.12. There is no significant
difference between these groups, however. The distribution of
responses to this statement is very wide and balanced. While
31.1% disagree to some extent, they are balanced out by 34.5%
who agree to one extent or another. Nearly 28% of the respondents
have "No Strong Opinion".
This question was also adapted from the Dilworth thesis.
In its earlier form it asked, "Do you feel that the present
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OER system effectively identifies those officers having the
greatest future potential (future colonels and generals)
(Yes or No)?" Nearly 64% of the respondents to this question
answered "No". If the authors again take the liberty to equate
"Strongly Disagree" and "Disagree" to "No", then the present
survey results (37.7%) seem to show an improvement in this
area with the new OER form. This observation must again be
tempered by the fact that 27 . 8% of the current survey respon-
dents indicated "No Strong Opinion"
.
9. Perceptions of Scores and Ratings on Promotion
Opportunity of Others
The following four questions, 21-25, seek to find out
how officers think their responses on the DA 67-8 affect a
rated officer's promotion chances. Three of these questions
(22, 23, and 25) are slightly different versions of questions
12-14. Here they have been restated so that they now ask an
officer how he feels about his actions as a rater as opposed
to asking how he feels as the ratee. The purpose of this is
to find out whether an officer's perception of promotion
opportunities changes if he is talking about himself or other
officers he is rating. The fourth question in this group, 24,
is concerned with the senior rater's perception of his cred-
ibility in relation to Part Vila of the DA 67-8.
In question 22 the officer is asked how he thinks his
failure to give the ratee all "l's" in Part IV of the OER will
affect the ratee * s promotion opportunity. The question says:
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"When acting as a rater, I feel that if I do not give the
rated officer all "l's" in the rater's numerical pro-
fessionalism section of the OER (Part IV), it will greatly
reduce his promotion opportunity."
The results of question 22 and question 12 are presented
in Table X. It is readily apparent that the perceptions of
all the respondents concerning the importance of receiving the
maximum score in Part IV of DA 67-8 change, depending upon
whether they are the rater or ratee. In answering question
22, 121 of 176 officers agreed with the statement versus 151
of 179 with question 12. When the results of these two questions
are compared using a two-way analysis of variance all ranks
show that the difference in their means is statistically sig-
nificant at the .05 level. The sharp differences in the responses
to these two questions could be partially attributed to the
emotional involvement most officers have in discussing their
own OER's versus the "objective" thought they give to someone
else's rating.
The subject of question 23 is how an officer feels his
assessments of the rated officer's performance in Part Vb and d
will affect the rated officer's promotion chances. The state-
ment is:
"When acting as a rater, I feel' that if I do not check the
blocks "always exceeds requirements" and "promote ahead of
his contemporaries" in the rater's performance and potential
section of the OER (Block V) , it will greatly reduce the
rated officer's promotion opportunity."
The results of question 23 and its earlier companion,
question 13, are presented in Table XI. As with the previous





































































perceptions of the importance of the ratings they receive
change depending upon whether they are the rater or ratee.
In answering question 23, 117 of 176 agreed with the statement
compared to 152 of 178 agreeing with question 13. When the
means of these two questions are tested using a two-way
analysis of variance they are found to be statistically sig-
nificant at the. 05 level. The differences in the means for
these two questions can also be partially explained using the
same arguments presented in the previous analysis.
Question 24 is the first of two questions dealing
specifically with the senior rater. It seeks to determine
whether the senior rater feels a threat to his rating credi-
bility by continuing to place officers in the uppermost block
of Part Vila of the OER. The question is:
"I feel that by rating officers predominantly in the top
box in the senior rater's potential evaluation scale, I
am in danger of losing my credibility as a rating official,"
Since this question is addressed only to officers who
have been senior raters, the sample is much smaller (55) than
on most other questions. The mean for this question is 4.05
indicating most officers agree with the statement. This finding
supports recent DA reports which have cautioned senior raters
that selection boards have less faith in their ratings if they
topblock a majority of their officers. This is summarized by
a comment made by a recent selection board member, MG Oren E.
DeHaven, who said:
"Senior raters who placed most of their officers in the top
box tended to have less credibility with our boards. ( DA
Spotlight No. 6, Aug 1981)
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It should be noted that only 4 of 55 officers responding to
question 24 actually disagreed with the statement.
In question 25 the senior rater is asked if he feels
by failing to place the rated officer in the top block of
Part Vila of the OER, he is significantly reducing the rated
officer's promotion chances. The question is:
"When acting as the senior rater, I feel that if I do not
place the rated officer in the top block of the potential
evaluation scale, it will greatly reduce his promotion
opportunity.
"
When the results of question 25 and question 14 are
compared, there is very little difference in how officers
responded; Table XII summarizes the results of the two ques-
tions. When subjected to a two-way analysis of variance
there is no significant difference at the .05 level. Taken
together, these results provide a great deal of support to
DA findings which have repeatedly reported that successful
officers are being spread over at least the top four blocks
( DA Spotlight No . 6 , Aug 1981). Another source reported that
selection boards for 0-4' s, 0-5' s, and 0-6' s in 1981 had
selected officers for promotion with at least one OER as low
as the fifth box ( Army Times , May 24, 1982). Evidently officers
have accepted DA guidance regarding Part Vila, and do not feel
some less than maximum ratings will severly affect their chances.
10. OER Replacement
The topic of whether or not to replace the current OER
is dealt with in question 26. The authors purposely placed




































































RESULTS OF QUESTION 26 (PER SHOULD BE REPLACED)






















































respondents would have already thought about specfic portions
of the OER system before having to make such an overall judges
ment. The question specifically states:
"I feel that the current OER, DA Form 67-8, should be re-
placed with a new report."
The mean for this item is 2.68, indicating that the
general population of respondents tends to disagree with the
statement. The rank subgroup means are all very close to one
another, ranging only from 2.66 (captains) to 2.7 3 (lieutenant
colonels). Of 153 respondents to this question, 67 either
"Strongly Disagreed" or "Disagreed", while 24 "Strongly Agreed*
or "Agreed". See Table XIII.
It is interesting to note that there were 27 missing
responses (15%) to this particular question. This is by far
the highest number of missing cases for any of the Likert
scale questions. There were also 6 2 responses of "No Strong
Opinion"
.
This question was drawn from the DA survey conducted
in 1976, prior to the initiation of the current OER form.
Originally the question asked, "Should the current report,
DA Form 67-7, be replaced with a new report?" The results of
this earlier survey showed that 49% of the "field grade" and
"company grade" officers (0-1 through 0-6) said "Yes", while
approximately one third were "Uncertain"
.
In the present survey, only 15.7% of the respondents
indicated that the present OER should be replaced, while 40.5%
had "No Strong Opinion". Over 43?6 indicated that it should
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not be replaced. Once again, these results seem to be sup-
portive of the DA Form 67-8 system.
11 . Discussions with Rater
To try and gauge hew much communication is going on
between raters and ratees concerning job performance, question
27 asks how many discussions have been held during the last
six months. The question is:
"In the last six months, how many times have you had dis-
cussions with your rater about how well you were doing in
your job?"
This particular question, along with questions 28-30,
was not conducive to using a Likert scale to obtain answers.
The answers from which the respondent could choose were "None",
"1-2", "3-4", "5-6", or "Greater than 6". The results of this
question are shown in Table XIV.
The reader will note that one third of the respondents
(56) indicate that they have not had any discussions with their
rater about job performance in the last six months. Another
45% (76) have only had one or two such discussions during the
same period. Only nine officers out of 169 respondents have
had more than four of these discussions. This pattern of having
few, if any, discussions with one's rater is virtually the same
for all the rank subgroups. Over 75% of the captains have had
two or less such discussions with their rater. This figure
rises to 79% for lieutenant colonels and 82% for majors.
The reason that the results of this question need to
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partially to overcome just such a lack of communication. The
reader may wish to refer to the section of chapter two which
discusses the DA Form 67-8 for a complete listing of the goals
and purposes of the present system. The development and
conscientious use of the Support Form (DA Form 67-8-1) was
supposed to have bridged the communication gap of earlier OER
forms, and kept both the rater and ratee in agreement concerning
job description, goals, and performance standards. The results
of this question seem to indicate that the Support Form is often
not being utilized the way its designers intended, if at all.
This position is further supported by many of the comments that
the authors received for question 30 of the survey, as will be
seen shortly.
Question 27 was taken verbatim from the survey conducted
for the Dilworth thesis. The choices of answers available for
this earlier question were either "No Discussions", "Once",
"Twice", or "Three or more". Nearly 54% of the field grade
officers (0-4 through 0-6) said they had not had any such
discussions, while 81.4% indicated two or less discussions.
The company grade officers (0-1 through 0-3) were just slightly
better; 43% indicating "No Discussions" and 79.1% indicating
two or less.
Although it is difficult to compare the specific sub-
groups from each of the above-mentioned surveys, the overall
results of each of them are remarkably similar. Again it
would seem that very little has changed concerning this topic
in the eleven years since the Dilworth thesis was written.
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12. PER Accuracy in Assessing Abilities
An officer's perceptions of how accurate the OERs he
has received under the present system have estimated his
abilities is the subject of question 28. Specifically it
asks
:
"I feel that the efficiency reports I have received under
the present system have:
Greatly overrated my abilities 5
Slightly overrated my abilities 4
Accurately portrayed my abilities 3
Slightly underrated my abilities 2
Greatly underrated my abilities 1"
The overall mean for this item was 3.06. The three
rank subgroup means were also very close to the median value
of 3.0 (Accurately Portrayed My Abilities). The captains'
mean was 3.06, the majors' 3.10, and the lieutenant colonels'
3.00. The distribution of responses was fairly even. Of 169
officers, 50 (29.6%) said their abilities were either greatly
or slightly underrated, 57 (33.7%) said their abilities were
greatly or slightly overrated, and 6 2 (36.7%) said their
abilities were accurately portrayed.
This question was also extracted from the Dilworth
thesis. As originally stated, the question asked, "How would
you rate efficiency reports you have received?" Respondents
could choose among the answers "Accurately portrayed my abili-
ties", "Tended to underrate my abilities", or "Overrated my
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abilities". The results of this question showed that 82 re-
sponses (44.6%) said "Accurately portrayed my abilities", 10
responses (5.4%) said "Tended to underrate my abilities", and
92 responses ( 50%) said "Overrated my abilities". Unfortunately,
21 officers checked more than one response on this earlier
survey, so that meaningful comparisons with the present survey
are not possible.
It is interesting to note, however, that the percentage
of officers who indicated that their abilities have been un^-
derrated has increased substantially with the new OER from
5.4% to 29.6%. If this change of opinion could be substantiated
by additional research, it might provide further support for
the claim that the DA Form 67-8 has indeed curbed the infla-
tionary scoring trend of past OER systems.
13. Evaluation Technicrue Preferences
In question 29 officers were presented with eight
different evaluation techniques and asked to select the tech-
nique they would most prefer and the one they would least prefer.
Following each technique was a paragraph describing how the
technique could be used and its basic format. The entire
question is too lengthy to present here; however, it can be
examined in its entirety in Appendix M.
Tables XV and XVI present the results of question 29
broken down by rank. It should be noted that due to some ap-
parent confusion in the wording of the question's instructions,
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From the tables it is apparent that the most popular
evaluation technique is forced distrubution; the current
technique used by DA 67-8. The second most popular form is
the one used on the previous OER, narration. Together these
two techniques make up 60% of the total responses. There are two
possible explanations for this. First the Army has been very
good at selecting the "best" evaluation techniques for use in
its OER system. Or, second, officers selected these two
techniques over the others presented because they are familiar
with them and, therefore, feel more comfortable with their
formats.
The technique least preferred by officers in the sample
is ranking, followed by weighted scores and nomination. It
seems that officers do not like the idea of being directly com-
pared to their peers when they are being evaluated since both
ranking and nomination require the rating official to rank his
subordinates. It should be noted that only 4 of 80 officers
said that the forced distribution system was the one they least
prefer. This can be taken as a positive endorsement of the
current system.
The earlier DA survey conducted prior to implementation
of DA 67-8 also asked questions seeking to identify the most
and least preferred evaluation techniques. This earlier study
included all of the techniques listed previously except forced
distribution. As in the case in this study officers preferred
the technique being used at the time, narrative in the 67-7,
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over all others presented. Ranking was named as the technique
they least preferred, as is the case with this study. Although
there has been some shift in preferences over the 6 year period,
in general officers seem to feel now as they did then in regards
to evaluation techniques. The most notable feature of the two
studies is that whatever technique is currently being used
is clearly identified as being the one most preferred. Also,
officers' negative opinions of the ranking technique still
persist.
14. Comments
The last question on the survey was an open-ended comment
question which invited the survey respondents to provide any
additional comments they might have relating to the question-
naire itself or the Army's OER system. Out of 180 respondents,
55 officers (30.5%) provided such comments. Thirty-one percent
of the captains responded, as well as 25% of the majors and 37%
of the lieutenant colonels.
These comments covered a very broad spectrum of topics
and ranged from emotion-laded statements venting the respondent's
anger at the OER system in general, to very extensive, well-
thought out alternatives or modifications to the present system.
It would be impossible to do justice to all the comments the. t
were received without listing them verbatim. However, in order
to synthesize and bring some type of order to them, the authors
have categorized these comments into broad areas of concern and
classifications. Out of 14 categories of comments which became
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apparent through the initial screening, this thesis will now
discuss the five types of comments which were most often men-
tioned. Each of these five types of comments were, themselves,
mentioned by five or more specific respondents to the survey.
The authors have not concerned themselves with comments that
were mentioned by less than five individuals. Although this
cutoff level is arbitrary, there did seem to be a natural break
at this point which made it expedient to establish this require-
ment.
a. Support of the Present System
One type of comment that was specifically mentioned
five times was that the DA Form 67-8 and its supplemental forms
constituted the "best" OER system that the Army has developed
to date. Several of these statements went on to suggest slight
modifications to the present system which could make it even
better. Examples of this type of comment are:
"I think it is the best system we've had so far. I personally
would prefer 2 or 3 modifications. 1. A performance profile
for the rater similar to the potential profile for the senior
rater. Some rules as in effect now to force a spread in
performance assessments. 2. No blocks to check in conduction
with narrative comments on performance or potential."
"The current rating system is the best I have seen. Unfor-
tunately, too many officers, including generals, cannot
express themselves well in writing. Consequently, the
narrative portion of an OER varies in accuracy according
to the rater. The enlisted EER has one significant advantage
over the OER. The most recent report is the most important,
and reports older than 5 years are discarded. In the case
of OER's, mistakes made 10 years earlier, since corrected,
are carried before each selection board for prominent display."
"In my 14 years of continuous active duty I have seen numerous
rating schemes used; the present one has been the most accu-
rate one yet in portraying an individual's abilities."
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b. Criticisms of the Present System
A second type of comment, which occurred six times,
could only be classified as generally critical of the present
OER system. Some of these went so far as to criticize any
type of periodic OER system. Examples of this second type of
comment follow:
"The current OER system is reflective of the entire selection
system. There is no way that an OER or service record pack-
age can truly represent an officer before a promotion or
schools selection board. . .The current system, like all pre-
vious forms, is inflatable and too many officers are glued
to paper success rather than true job performance.
"(An) OER should be cut if a person does not perform, (and)
set standards for releasing he or she to the civilian work
force. Those who get the job done should not compete for
which degree to do it. It's a kiss ass system used to promote
(favorite sons) not evaluate our job. It's full of bull."
"We have not learned from the USAF experience - forced
distribution will destroy the morale of the corps - force
out many fine performers - future promotion and selection
boards will use (the number) 2 and 3 boxes in (the) Senior
Rater section as discriminators down the road - wait and
see.
"
c. Unavoidable Inflation Problems
The third type of comment that was rated was also
mentioned by six individuals. These comments essentially said
that no matter what kind of OER system was developed, Army
officers would figure out ways to inflate the scores. Examples
of this kind of comment follow:
"No matter what system we employ, we mortals will figure a
way to inflate it and remain nice guys. Also, there will
be injustices on the way."
"Inflation will always be a problem with OER's because
officers, like other people, generally desire to shy away




"In three years the system will again be inflated and a
new system to beat all systems will be revised."
d. Evaluation Preferences
The fourth type of comment that manifested itself
involved specific preferences or dislikes concerning one or
more of the evaluation techniques listed in question 29 of
the survey. Evidently the officers who wrote these comments
(nine in all) wanted to make explicit the reasoning they used
in choosing a "most preferred" and "least preferred" evaluation
technique. Since these techniques and the results of question
29 have already been dicussed, the authors see no need to in-
clude any more comments about them in this section.
e. Use or Misuse of the Support Form
The last general type of comment to be discussed
is also probably the most important. The reason for this is
not only because it was mentioned more often than any other
type of comment (twelve times), but also because specific
actions can probably be taken to rectify the situation if these
comments are true.
This particular type of comment had to do with the
Support Form (DA Form 67-8-1) and its use (or non-use).
Essentially, these comments said that the Support Form was not
being used properly, if at all, by raters. Examples of this
type of comment follow:
"Although the OER has its share of problems, its principal
value lies in the support form (and accompanying required
counselling) in which goals, responsibilities, and con-
tributions are established clearly in the minds of the rated
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officer and the rater. Again, this holds true only if the
counselling is done, and done on a timely basis. I am sure
that it is often neglected until the last minute."-
"Speaking with fellow captains from other posts who have
rated LT's, some raters/senior raters still do not under-
stand the necessity of the 67-8-1 (Support Form). Without
that form being filled out initially (30 days or so) and
updated periodically, the strength of this system flounders."
"In my view, raters do not use the -1 as a good tool. I
found the -1 was very effective in establishing goals. Most
officers don't fill one out until they are rated - hence
too late to establish objectives."
"Current support forms tend to be filled out not when a
service member arrives at a unit, but a week or two prior to
his being rated. This tends to destroy credibility in the
goals section of the form."
"The present system is the best I feel. The individual
being rated has input into his/her own report. If the
system were followed by the raters (i.e. initial discussion
within 30 days, periodic performance discussions, etc.) the
system would be even better."
Although many other individual concerns and per-
ceptions were evidenced in the comments received, the general
concern shown for the proper use of the DA Form 67-8-1 was
unmistakable. Nearly one quarter of all the officers who wrote
comments specifically mentioned this topic. It might also be
noted that these comments are fully reinforced by the results
already presented for question 27 of the survey (having to do
with the number of discussions the officer has had with his
rater within the last six months). This thought should be
clearly kept in mind as the reader moves on to the conclusions
and recommendations of this thesis.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A . GENERAL
The reader will recall from chapter one that the main
intent of this thesis is to examine the perceptions of U.S.
Army officers regarding various aspects of the present OER
system. The authors have purposely tried to avoid expressing
any specific evaluative judgements about the "goodness" or
"badness" of all, or part, of the DA Form 67-8 system. They
have, instead, concentrated on trying to identify areas in
which officer perceptions either support or refute the positions
and statements previously espoused by Department of the Army.
Additionally, the authors compared specific parts of their
survey results to the findings of earlier research efforts to
see if any changes of attitude have occurred with the new OER
form.
As the reader may have already gathered from reading the
previous chapter, the results of this thesis expose areas of
both support for, and contradiction of, previous DA statements.
Before discussing the particular conclusions for each of these
areas, however, the authors must caution the reader on the
generalizability of these results. The officer population
which was sampled came from three different Army installations
in the central California area. The 180 respondents from the
total sample of 276 provided the authors a large enough sample
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size from which to make meaningful conclusions about the officer
population of these three installations. It must be remembered,
though, that only officers in the grades of 0-3, 0-4, and 0-5
were sampled. It must not be automatically assumed that officers
of other grades feel the same way as those sampled.
Furthermore, it would be presumptuous to infer that the
results of this thesis can be extrapolated to include all the
0-3' s, 0-4' s, and 0-5' s in the Army. The sample size of 180
is simply too small to be meaningful for all the Army 0-3' s,
0-4' s, and 0-5* s. A further comment on the interpretation of
the results is that survey responses are assumed to be interval
level data. While it can be argued in the strictest sense that
Likert scale responses are ordinal level data, the authors feel
that due to the large number of responses they are justified in
treating the data as interval. This assumption then allows for
comparisons of means and tests of significance. On the other
hand, there is no reason why the results of this study could
not be validated for the entire Army officer population, if it
was deemed appropriate, by taking a much larger sample across
the entire Army. Therefore, the reader will have to use his




Based upon the survey results and analysis presented in





(1)—Surveyed officers slightly agree that the Support Form
(DA Form 67-8-1) has aided them in measuring the performance
of rated officers, as well as their own performance. This
support, however, is not strong enough to substantiate the
DA statements that the Support Form appears to be making a
significant contribution to the evaluation process and the goal
of better officer performance.
A possible reason for this less than overwhelming support
is brought out in the guestion concerning the number of dis-
cussions the respondents have had with their raters in the last
six months. As the reader may remember, the response for this
guestion indicated that the majority of respondents have had
few, if any, discussions with their raters. The authors strongly
suspect that these results indicate that the Support Form is
not being used as its designers intended. Much of the form's
potential value is being lost because its goal-setting, objective-
setting, and continual feedback functions are often being ignored.
This finding is further substantiated by the many comments re-
ceived concerning this topic.
(2)—Results of Questions 10 and 11 indicate that officers
would prefer an OER system that allows the rater to be res-
ponsible for both performance and potential assessments. While
officers agreed the rater was in the best position to assess
performance they disagreed that the senior rater was in a superior
position to assess potential. This is in opposition to current
DA policy which separates the two functions, allowing the rater
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to assess performance and the senior rater to assess potential
because of his broader experience base and perspective. An
earlier study had also found disagreement on the above policy
of splitting the performance and potential assessment.
(3)—The results of Questions 12, 13, 22 and 23 indicate
officers feel they must receive the maximum rating on Part IV,
Part Va and Part Vb or their promotion chances will be signif-
icantly reduced. The intensity of this feeling varies depending
whether the officer is the ratee or rater, with ratee responses
being significantly higher (at the .05 level) than rater responses.
In either case, however, these perceptions are strong enough
to account for DA findings which have found scores in these
parts of the 67-8 to be skewed toward the high end. Although
DA states that some less-than-maximum scores in these blocks
are not career threatening, field perceptions of this sample
proved otherwise. Unless DA can cause this perception to be
changed, these sections of the OER are likely to become meaning-
less due to a self-fulfilling prophecy of inflation.
From guestions 14 and 25 it can be concluded that officers
do not feel it necessary to receive the maximum rating in Part
Vila of the OER. No group of officers felt their promotion
opportunities were significantly reduced if the senior rater
did not place them in the top block of his potential assessment.
This finding is in agreement with recent DA reports which said




Also, question 24 illustrates senior raters feel that their
credibility as a rating official will be reduced if they topblock
their officers. Taken together with the findings from questions
14 and 25, this is strong support for recent DA reports which
have emphasized this aspect of the OER system.
(4)—Surveyed officers feel that the senior rater's assess-
ment of potential should not compare them with all other officers
of the same grade. This general feeling was manifested by each
of the three ranks of officers surveyed and is exactly oppossite
from the guidance promulgated by DA.
Comments indicated that some officers feel that this assess-
ment of potential should only compare officers of the same
branch, or general job category (i.e. combat, combat support,
combat service support). Furthermore, several officers with
highly specialized backgrounds (doctors, lawyers, etc.) indicated
that there is no realistic way that they could be compared to
other officers of the same rank in different branches.
(5)—Officers feel that selection boards place more emphasis
on the senior rater's input than the rater's input when screen-
ing officers for promotion. This conclusion is based on the
results of question 16, which found that a majority of the
officers supported this view. This finding is not supported by
published DA reports which have repeatedly stressed that selection
boards are not biased towards the input of the senior rater.
Despite DA ' s attempt to educate officers about the relative
importance of the senior rater's input, there still exists a
gap between official guidance and field perceptions.

In conjunction with the aforementioned conclusion, officers
do not show strong support for the statement that the rater's
input is the single most important part of the OER. The results
provide a mixed response with CPT's and MAJ's marginally sup-
porting the statement while LTC's were in disagreement. Recent
DA publications have indicated that the rater's performance
narrative is the single most important section of the OER.
While results of this study cannot say conclusively how the
officers in the sample feel about the statement, it can be
inferred from the data that there is not strong support for the
statement as DA has indicated.
(6)—Rating inflation is still viewed as a problem with the
current OER by the vast majority of Army officers. The mean
for the question dealing with this topic was the most negative
of all the questions asked (1.97). Survey results showed that
78. 2% of the respondents felt this way. The results from the
Dilworth thesis done in 1971 showed that 78.8% of the officers
surveyed felt inflation was a problem with the OER then in effect
(DA Form 67-6). Thus, this negative perception has shown little
change in the intervening eleven years, even with the DA Form
67-8.
There exist mixed feelings concerning whether or not the
current OER has helped to reduce the inflation problem of past
OER systems. Respondents generally expressed either strong
support or disdain for the value of the current system in this
regard. Relatively few respondents lacked a clear opinion on
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this subject. The results, therefore, are inconclusive as to
their degree of support for or against the optimistic statements
previously made by DA officials.
(7)—The current OER is perceived as an effective tool for
identifying officers of little potential to the Army. On the
other hand, the survey results are inconclusive as to whether
or not the OER is a good tool for identifying officers with the
greatest future potential. Stated differently, the DA Form
67-8 is seen as effective in weeding out incompetent officers,
but not effective in isolating the really promising officers.
(8)—By a margin of nearly three to one, officers feel that
the current OER, DA Form 67-8, should not be replaced with a
new report. This very strong degree of support three years
after this OER first came out is a strong indication of its
acceptance within the officer corps. This result is even more
striking when one considers that in 1976, three years after
the DA Form 67-7 made its debut, just under half the respondents
of an earlier officer survey wanted it replaced.
(9)—When officers were asked if the evaluation reports they
have received under the current system have overrated, under-
rated, or accurately portrayed their abilities, the results
showed a fairly symmetric distribution of opinions. When com-
pared with the earlier Dilworth thesis, a much larger percentage
of respondents indicated that the current OER underrated their
abilities (29.6% vs 5.4%). Thus, although respondents earlier
stated that inflation was still a problem with the current OER,
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the fact that many more officers feel underrated seems to support
the official DA statements which say that the DA Form 67-8 has
actually curbed the inflation problem.
(10)—The current OER format is the type most preferred by
officers in the sample. When presented with a list of the most
common evaluation techniques, officers chose forced distribution
above all others. This finding supports DA statements which
have said the 67-8 is the best, most effective evaluation
technique adopted by the Army. A caution is needed here because
of the phenomena of familiarity? that is, selecting a system
because it is the one currently being used and thereby posing
less uncertainty. Even allowing for this possibility, there
were enough officers electing forced distribution and providing
written comments about its usefulness to support DA reports.
The technique least preferred is ranking. Officers do not
like the idea of having an evaluation system that incorporates
a direct comparison of their performance with that of their
peers. Dilworth's earlier thesis also identified ranking as
the least preferred method of evaluation. It appears that there




(1)—Due to the lackluster results of survey questions
concerning the Support Form and the many individual comments
directed at this subject, it is felt that DA officials need
to take a closer look at this form's usage. It is suggested
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that a monitoring system be developed which would more reliably
ensure that the rater and ratee conduct periodic and timely
discussions and preformance reviews as dictated by existing
regulations. The authors presume no access to a magical per-
suasion tactic, but hope that the Department of the Army will
be able to devise a mechanism that might enhance the Support
Form to be seen as the powerful tool it was intended to be.
(2)— In view of the limited resources available to conduct
this study it is recommended that similar research be carried
out to determine whether the problem areas brought out in this
thesis exist Army-wide.
(3)—The authors would like to suggest that measures of two
additional factors be included in any similar research done in
the future. The first of these measures revolves around an
individual's self-esteem and his perceived importance of the
ratings received on the OER. The hypothesis to be tested by
this measure is that individuals with high self-esteem place
less importance on absolute scores and more importance on actual
job accomplishment.
The second measure to be included in this future research
concerns how an individual's perception of organizational
effectiveness is influenced by forced rating systems. The
hypothesis is that officers believe that any type of forced
rating system will disrupt organizational performance because
many will place their own goals of excelling above the goals
of increased organizational effectiveness.
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(4)—In conjunction with number three above, it is recom-
mended that research be done to determine the nature and results
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4. Ait an instructor
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8. Tactical handling of troops (unite
appropriate to officer's grade)
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others of his grade and indicate your estimate by marking X in the appropriate rectangle.
(See par. D above.)
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]- Baa he eihthitfti any wfakneiraes—tcmpernniontal, moral, physical, etc.—which adversely affect hia efficiency ?
, If
yea, describe them. (FACT or OPINION. Line out one.)
___________________
K. Proper authority having decided on tho methods and procedure to accomplish a certain end, did he render willing and generous
support regardless of his personal views in the Tn*t_—? _______________
L> Since lost report has he been mentioned favorably or unfavorably in official communications? _______ (So* par. lb,
AB 600-186.)
M. During the period covered by this report was he tho subject of any disciplinary measure that should be included on his record?
_____ If yes, enclose separate statement of nature and attendant circumstances.
N. Write a brief general estimate of this officer In your own words .
O. How well do you -now him? ,
P. Remarks (including entry required by par. 11a, Att 600-185).
Q. In ease any unfavorable entries have been made by you on this report, were the deficiencies indicated hereon brought to the
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d Work on an assignmenr requiring great attention to dfltaii and cm fine.
j o Plan all aspects of a military situation, us ing judgment, initiative, and coolness.
I * Carry out an assignment in a civilian component such as ftQTC. NG. o r ORC.





h Work on an assnnment as specialist or technician. (Spccity.)
Carry out the curies ct the type o* work to which he is row assianed.
D IMMEDIATE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CAREER DEVELOPMENT. Be soecnV
CATER J RECOmmEnOaIiON fOR ASSIGNMENT ,MOS COOEi sOOKSiR S RECOMMENDATION fuR aSSIGnminI «OS CODE)
RATERS RECCMMtNOAIlON TOR FURTHER TRAINING INDORSEES RXOMMINDATION fOR fURTHl?. TRAINING




..,_ AGO fORMWD > jui *r 67-1
fREOUENT OBSERVATION Of
THE RESULTS Of HIS WORK
iNfREOutNi Observation Of











WO AGO Form 67 1 Pari 2 See AC 600-185 lor dela.li.
Umt Adiuta/tf or PartonMi Officer will compl.i. Sociiom I and III.
Raline) Oilicar will compxia Sections II. IV, V, VI, VII. VIII, and IX
Indorsing Oflieer will complalo SactiOM II. V, VII, and IX.
Sect.on III. OFFICER REPORTED UPON
Enrar sama information as for Seciion I.





THEATER Ot CONTINENTAL | UNIT. ORGANIIATION. AND STATION
COMMAN0
P«1MA«T MOS Outy assignment
imos code) itAvt oimei non-outy
DATE Of JEP08T Eon RSPoars hencejeo because of pe«manent change of station, yjrtw aomess Of unit ano installation




SECTION Section IV. JOB PROFICIENCY
A Becomes dogmatic about
-t» authority.
4 Caraleu 4 slipshod m
••.annoa to
-***v
C Nsent «*«r deubtl
hit abaliry.
WeU^roundad «* all
jidti ol Ainv Ma.
A Atwayf artK'tts
flavor pratsas
8 Carna* out ardors by
"passing tha buck."
C. Knows Hh .ob and
partonat 4 wad.
Pity* no faMfrtav
A. f •>!. lo work far tha
boil mtaratt of *D.
I. Hm a h*o> dagrag
ot tniftalnra.
C. Navar makat Mcwm
_
lor Kti mitfakai.
0. Slow in s-ccoTuX'shmg
hit work.
r<
A, fails >a I
'•How •thcan.
I. Ovorataga Hit atfharir*.
C Gfvot claar and—hi
diracttom.
D. Vary audi** i*> all dataira.
\
A. Fcttowt dowif directions
ol higher achate**.
I. inclewd fa ~goid-b«a-~
C Cnhctzaa jA/wcarttanlr
| V/illing io aca
j rnoofllioclirv









I. Other* can'i word
wrfb him.
C- Mlwii wrong, wiN
tdrmt it.




C !i cat Iam at (
tfiin'ia.
0. Kataiam about randarMuj
A jo-cj«rw who arwayt
doet * good »o
Cool under aN
c arcurmianea*.




Knows how and wh
dalagara authoray
C CM I art iwgoawtom.
nueed of lead*. Too aetdy changes rat adaaa
A Doetai try to 'pull ran*."
I. Knows man. thaw cao-
ab<l<ttai & limitation*.
C low atAcaaocy.
0. Use* a staady monatona
m his
A. Can laka war m
I. Mf and M a*
hit dealing*.
C Ucfcj )mm •> has fob.
0. Quasiion* ardart Iraai
B «
READ INSTRUCTION SHEET CAREFUUY
BEfORE MARKING THIS SECTION Section
V. JOB PROFICIENCY
Management and oDaf*t«on ot military matters not included m
'jc 'Ci and siraiagy.
2 Tha d»ractioni of (ha over-alt oparaiion oV a military urM.
Piasanling (aarmng maianals m a classroom situation o a mlirary
Lxarasa cf wrc'imM kncwlr>dga. fagwarfuj tangrhy iachnoioo>cai
fOt RATING OfflCEl
Assisting conwrvandart ol battal^nt or laraar unrtt <» dawstiaa; mathodt
of maating iha raouirarnami ai military iiiiiatiimt
6 Outiat involwing aarenawtieaJ litUi porforsnad by ratad orTican.
7 Trtinara at tarasca tcnoola. Air wbavartiry. Arfny lisduirnaJ CoOaoa, m.
FOt (NOOtsiNG omen
2 M « I 7 8 a • "••'







Section VI. PERSONAL QUALIFICATIONS
Use EUCTROGRAPHIC PCNGL following same directions as lor Section IV. Moke ON? mark in EACH column for each set of items.
A People work lor A with Km
because el Hit penona-ay _




C lk«U ariy at hum*. ° ;
*
0. Worries * oyeel deaf.
A. Lacks ab*hiv to mto«re con-




C Type of man everyone °
I<kes lor a Iriend ' : ***
D. Has a quiet, dignified w
bearing.
A Plenty ol miMery tnap,
bearing, & rtaetnett
1 Normally cheerlwl *o
*n;:
. 7 <
C Can't Kike f-.K.im O *
Doesn't get slong --
wirh people
A ObUin:re>pect & obedience « IJ




o ,B 'C Hat an cicelleiit command ° '
ol language. •
D. Lacking >n oood conducl ;;•*
1 moral tub.it "•_
A. Active in »rhiet*<v
1. f *m but nol overbearing. "*%
C Ego*n*cal. O::
*"'
tubs people the : -«*
wrong way.
A. Hot-tempered.






D Impresses people favorably.
A Modest & rairrved
3 j.-t.-.u ' have jnv.' at v«




D Raipedrd by all "*
(•How ollicert
A. Coolhcoded :: ::
8 Commandi respecS by j|wt




A. Compiwwenn a man on
h.» good work. s '•'^
1. Loses KHhead. g*H •cited, 'm
C Has edm.rat.on of oil<eri u
a mm aflka ' ; '"**
Poor m d*ett & —
appearance
A. BoasHvj
B Inspires pride in the «i
organization <** : ' _ '
C Lacks MCI. O
Thoughtful ol others. "*
A A .,u'«i jn.i«jmirig ollicer ••
8 fctlovyt rifh^r than le.ids. ;-«t




B Modest but not retiring. !«g
«s ,:






Section VII. PERSONAL QUALIFICATIONS
Uso aECTROCRAPHIC PENCIL following seme d.rect.ons as lor Section V MARK ALL SIX QUALIFICATION!
FOR RaT.nG OffiCER fOR INDORSING OHiCtR
|
Tn« csg'ee -o which he j&U ro meet situations without
- *1 eetf withftvi »nV5'iOnJ uoiei
i_ a j 4 s v io 1 / t J 3
T
-- de r to *h><h >• iv *0>« and willing ip work w<(h
oib*r olhce-t jnd anhtied men.
I ? j 4 t> ; o i to J 2 i 4 6 / d V IU
ha dt-gr*e o which he is abia io act on h«» own
'*.-.'*. •!%>{-•*> t m eotence o» orders.
1 i j a i. ; s •> id I V j a 8 fi^aoio
ffM .:*:-'f.-v io whKh he it •*->• io diunnwwis & evaluate
let** 'o a/rive at logical conchjstons
i » j 4 6 7 (1 e 10 1 2 J 4 3 C 7 8 9 10
Tl t Jcgr*e tc winch hit appearance &nd b«>utw* cause
pMg£e to ragci 'avowal*
i2i4'. 7 8 "|f» | / J 4 5 671*10
i>9 Atyw >o wt.ich he is cole io carry out orde«t with
cortv-ieflCY 4 TrffwuMt to ~:Siev« obtectivwt-
i 2 i 4 i r. 7 a io I 2 1 4 S * 7 11 g Itt
Section VIII. OVER-ALL RELATIVE RANK
FOR RATER ONLY
The nuwrbet of officers mi t>n
gr.«oe n*+4 tiy me w ih?t lime n
II Iheie ollicert were arranged « order cont.d«M»Q o-erjll future
n«t io it* A»my lioin high*n f*« 1 io poorett rkii .>lfice« would tit
ol Hw 'oi* group raieO
Hbfae>
Section IX. AUTHENTICATION
Use Typewriter or >nk. piitni 'Of signatures
1 certify iK*j 1 have read the current AR 600-185 and that all ratings are m.ide m accordance w.th instructions contained therein, and that
io 'he Sest ol my itnov/leooe and belief al! entnes contained Hereon are hue and impartial1. __m^mmm_
SIGNaTimC Of BATING CfflCiR SiGriAlutt CF inOORSinG OfflCEH
name, GRADE. AND C«Cani 4 aTiOn O* UNIT NAME. GKA0E AND OKCANIZATION OR U^U







LAST NAME - FIRST NAME - INITUl 2. SERVICE NUMBER J. GRAOC ». CONTROL
BRANCH
5. COMPONENT
6. UNIT, ORGANIZATION AND STATION 7. PER 1 00 OF REPORT
FROM TO OUTT LEAVE OTHER
OATS OF
9. NAME, GRAOE. SERVICE NUMBER ANO ORGANIZATION OR UNIT OF
RATING OFFICER
10. NAME. GRAOE, SERVICE NUMBER ANO ORGANIZATION OR UNIT OF
INDORSING OFFICER
11. REASON FOR REPORT PCS RATEO OFFICER C3 CHANGE OUTT RATED OFFICER CD OTHER (Spoeity)
( SEN/) ANNUAL CH PCS RATING OFFICERCZD CHANGE OUTT RATING OFFICERCZ)
(Do not writ* in thia apac*)
13. DUTIES ACTUALLY PERFORMED ON PRESENT JOB (aim hi* duty mVS
.
datloa)
• ••/l/iawnr. Met btittlr doner too major additional
in. ENTRIES ARE BASED ON
OBSERVATION OF )0-?9 OUTT OAYsCD OBSERVATION OF 60 OUTT OATS OR MORF I I OFFICIAL REPORTSCZD
l;. DESCRIPTION OF OFFICER RATED ANO COMMENTS (Th,t* paregrapha •hovld co.ir pSyieai. nmntai, moral quailtiao of rmtod officer.
and any epeelal etrenetha or waaknaeeea effecting hie ability to do certain eaaiinmente not covered eleeoharo In the report)
A. COMMENTS OF RATING OFFICER
S. COMMENTS OP INDORSING OFFICER I I I 00 NOT 'HON THE RATED OFFICER BUT I HAVE CONFIDENCE IN THE RATER'S JUOGMENT
I I 1 00 NOT KNOW THE RATEO OFFICER VERT NELL BUT I HAVE CONFIDENCE IN THE RATER'S jikwmfmt
16a. RATER'S CERTIFICATE
I CERTIFT THAT TO THE BEST OF NT KNOWLEDGE ANO 9ELIEF
ALL ENTRIES NAOE HEREON 9T U£ ARE TRUE AkO IMPARTIAL ANO ARE
IN ACCORDANCE «ITH AR 600-1BV
8. liOORSER'S CERTIFICATE
I CERTIFT THAT TO THE BEST OF NT KNOHLEOGE ANO BELIE'
ALL ENTRIES MADE HEREON BY ME ARE TRUE ANO IMPARTIAL ANO ARE
IN ACCORDANCE KITH AR 600-19V
OATE
^^
SIGNATURE OF RATER OATE SIGNATURE OF INDORSE*
L RELATION TO RATED OFFICER OFFICIAL RELATION TO RATED OFFICER
17.
This report baa. . ioclosurea ( !»••' t _Q. - < appropriate)
li. ENTERED ON jOATE








ESTIMATED DESIRABILITY IN VARIOUS CAPACITIES - INDICATE THE EXTENT TO WHICH YOU WOULD DESIRE THE RATED OFFICER TO
5fj»vE UNDER YOU IN EACH TYPE OF DUTY DESCRIBED 8ELOW. PLACE AN X IN THE PROPER BOX. CCNSIOER EACH ITEM IN TERMS
• ,'RIATE TO RATEO GRADE ANO BRANCH. USE THE 'UNKNOWN' COLUMN ONLY IF THE NATURE OF YOUR CONTACTS WITH THE RATED
ER MAKES IT IMPOSSIBLE FOR YOU TO MAKE Ait ESTIMATE OF HIS PROBABLE USEFULNESS IN A PARTICULAR ASSIGNMENT.
A. COUUANO* A UNIT
s. servf »s a stuff officer
specify:
c. work as a specialist, professional person, or technician
specify:
0. TEACH IN 1 CLASSROOM SITUATION
E. SERVE IN l CAPACITT INVOLVING KANT CONTACTS WITH CIVILIANS'
t.r). CONTRACT NEOOTIATION, 90TC, NC, ORC. ETC.
F. CARAT OUT AN ASSIGNMENT INVOLVING MOSTLY ADMINISTRATIVE
DUTIES
G. REPRESENT TOUR VIEWPOINT IN LIAISON ACTIVITIES
H. MAKE DECISIONS ANO TAKE ACTION IN TOUR NAME OURING YOUR
ABSENCE















































































K. COMMENT, ANO/OR CtARIFT AflOV£ RATINGS AS OEEMED NECESSART; INCLUDE ANT SPECIAL QUALIFICATIONS OF VALUE TO SERVICE
•For tachnieoi ««rric««, *dmiaiatr*ti*o torvtemo. or atmff, interpret thia to moan manatariai raaponaibi titioa commanaura
Ith command.
SECTION III
A. PERFORMANCE OF DUTY - COTISI DERIHO ONLY OFFICERS
CS~J-% GRADE A.1D BRANCH WITH ABOUT THE SAME COM.
•OIIEO SERVICE. RATE THE OFFICER ON PERFORMANCE
hi* duty ml|Hul, READ ALL DESCRIPTIONS ANO
aCE A HEAVY X IN THE BOX OPPOSITE BEST DESCRIP-
TION.
7. EXCELS ANT OTHER OFFICER 1 KNOW IN PERFORMANCE OF
THIS OUT!





WHAT IS YOUR ESTIMATE OF THE RATEO OFFICER'S OVER-
ALL VALUE TO THE SERVICE? COMPARE HIM WITH OFFICERS
OF THE SAME GRADE. BRANCH ANO OF ABOUT THE SAME
LENGTH OF COMMISSIONED SERVICE. PLACE A HEAVY X OP-
POSITE THE MOST APPROPRIATE DESCRIPTION.
5. VERY FINE PERFORMANCE OF DUTT OF SUCH A NATURE THAT
THIS OFFICER WOULD BE HARD T REPLACE a g




MANNER TNAT THIS OFFICER IS AN ASSET TO THE SERVICE j III I
8. THE "OST OUTSTANDING OFFICER I KNOW G D
3. USUALLY PERFORMS THIS DUTY COMPETENTLY |G a
2. BARELY ADEQUATE IN PERFORMANCE OF THIS DUTY |GG ?. ONE OF THE FEW HIGHLY OUTSTANDING OFFICERS I KNOW G a
1. INADEQUATE IN THE PERFORMANCE OF THIS DUTY G!C 6. A VERY FINE OFFICER WHO IS A DISTINCT ASSET TO TnE
SERVICE DP
B. IN THE EVENT OF lm..dltf mobllltttlon. WHAT IS|
THE highft l.w.l of p. r for..no YCU WOULD EXPECT
FROM THE RATEO OFFICER? READ ALL DESCRIPTIONS ANO




OEPENOABLE OFFICER OF GREAT VALUE TO G
7- WOULO GIVE AN OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE AT t.o t rmii»
levtlm HIGHER GC
l». A TYPICALLY EFFECTIVE OFFICER WHO IS A CREOIT TO
THE ARMY D
a
6. WOULO GIVE A COMPETENT ANO DEPENDABLE PERFORMANCE
AT tw trmdm ,'i.r/i HIGHER ai
5. «OULO GIVE A FAIRLT AOEOUATE PERFORMANCE AT t»o
<r«J. /«»«/• HIGHER I
3. AN ACCEPTABLE OFFICER WHOSE VALUE IS LIMITEO IN
SOME RESPECTS DID
YyULO GIVE AN OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE AT THE n.«l
,N»rORAOE la
-»OULD Glvt A COMPETENT ANO OEPENOABLE PERFORMANCE
/AT THE n»«t hither GRADE D!
2. AN OFFICER WHO PERFORMS ACCEPTABLT IN A LIMITEO
RANGE OF ASSIGNMENTS, BUT «H0 CCULO EASILY BE
REPLACED
D a
WOULO GIVE A FAIRLT AOEOUATE PERFORMANCE AT THE
M.l_*i(»,f GRADE
1. WOULO GIVE AN
h Hh.tr GRAOE
NAOEGUATE PERFORMANCE AT THE 1
D
G
1. A.I OFFICER WHO DOES NOT HAVE THE CALI8RE THAT ONE






(AR 600- ISS mnd SR tOO-HS-l)
SECTION I
NAME • FIRST NAME • MIOOLE INITIAL 2. SERVICE NO. 3. GRAOE 4. 3RANCH S. COMPONENT
6. UNIT, ORGANIZATION, AND STATION OF RATED OFFICER 7. PERIOO OF REPORT
'"""(Di.io./rJ TO (Dm.nto.rr) OUTV DAYS OIMM OAY1
8. REASON FOR REPORT
' Change duty rated officer
' Chang* duty rating officer
I i Othar (Spmcilr)
I 1 Annual
! PCS rated officer
CD PCS rating oificer
9. BASIS FOR RATING OFFICER'S ENTRIES
' Close dally contact I I Infrequent observation
I 1 Frequent observation I 1 Raports and racords
10. DUTIES ACTUALLY PERFORMED ON PRESENT JOB ASSIGNMENT fc.re htm duty MOS
mddlHonml duttmm).
, Job eeettfrtment. and btimtly describe motor
11. OFFICER CHARACTERISTICS
a. How effective is this officar in tha maintananc* of supply discipline?
b. How effective is this officer in utiliiation of personnei?
c. FOR RATER ONLY - Does this officer possess the physical, mantel,
and moral qualities expected far his grade, branch, and langth of com-
missioned service?
d. FOR RATER ONLY - Could this officer be eapected to serve adequate-























If UNKNOWN or NO
datoil in item l2o.
If UNKNOWN or NO
detail in item 12a.
explain in
explain in
12. DESCRIPTION OF RATED OFFICER ANO COMMENTS. Remarks should cover any special strengths or weaknesses affecting perform
or ability to perform other types of assignmants. If officer served in combat during pariod, state number of doys ( dmjm) and
tgths and weaknesses exhibited in combat,
.omments of rating officer
ance of duty
discuss
b. Comments of indorsing officer
1
I I Jo not know the rated officer well enough to complete the leverse side of this report.
13. RATING OFFICER'S NAME. GRAOE, 6ERVICE NUMBER, BRANCH,
ORGANIZATION, AND DUTY ASSIGNMENT
14. INDORSING OFFICER'S NAME, GRADE, SERVICE NUMBER, BRANCH
ORGANIZATION, AND DUTY ASSIGNMENT
I CERTIFY THAT TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE ANO BCLIEr ' I CERTIFY THAT TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE AND BELIEF
ILL ENTRIES MAOE HEREON BY ME ARE TRUE ANO IMPARTIAL ANO ALL ENTRIES MAOE HEREON BY ME ARE TRUE ANO 'MPARTIAL ANO
IRE IN ACCORDANCE WITH AR SGO-IBB ANO SR 600.185. 1. ARE IN ACCCROANCE WITH AR QOO.IBS ANO SR 000-ISS-I.
[SIGNATURE SIGNATURE
15. THIS REPORT HAS INCLOSURES. Onset* "O" it mpproarimlm). |16. DATE ENTERED
ON DA FORM oo
PERSONNEL OFFICER'S INITIALS
DA. fo°crtm s3 6 7-3 REPLACES DA A«0 FORM 87-2.
I SEP 90.
WHICH WILL SE OBSOLETE l' OCT SI.
103

RATED OFFICER'S NAME AND SERVICE NUMBER
SECTION II ESTIMATED DESIRABILITY IN VARIOUS CAPACITIES
- the extent to which you would* desire the rated officer to ttrvt undo* you in each type of duty described below. Place on X in fho proper bo*. Con-
jch item in tonus oppropriato to ratod officer's grade and branch. U«o fho UNKNOWN column only if the nafura of your contacts motto* It imprpc-
ticabl* for yow to mako an ostimata of his probable usefulness in a particular assignment. Marking UNKNOWN does not ppnaliia tho ratod officar.
::•[:::: RATER IMOORSER
HI q a a a la ao-*--.«* a 13 ha a did
|3 d .a a a >a Bw.r ,,*"-H,e"- B ID d.g a a?ay Ij I I *l I -I | J; I j II I - *«li 01 l iMCi.lill, p-o(iu.»>«l ,««,, « t«nn,cion.
O *D °G :Q »G *G oco»d«. ..ii.«, <«.„««,.«. d 1Q Ip «Q -a oD ID
JasjSt—— Mr—i * ,—* . . -. i la*"* in a eooocitv involving contact* with othor larvicao, alliod S :,5«li *" r—i 5 i !i , i 5i—
1
sn ; <o "n<>n *o „n e «>—. » «wm— • «.». !•»«*—<«. mmiim*—»»««—.ww e .10 so»G G 5 G"l_
«~SS* — -— x — — eomaonann, ote. at:p|£ * H ° I S
CiliD DSDiDsDfC
3
I J- £1 I *I_J 3LJ 'I I *!_) F Corrv out on miigniMnl involving mostly odmmi.lratlvo dutia •.
;;;;:;;;; 2 o • «. ,
1 sO »Q ![] *Q G Rop»o«on» your vlowpolnt in Hoi ion actlvttla..
vix^;: o -i 1 i »._. . _,_._ . ....










1 a a a a<a
j 10 a a a a*a
Csmmont on end/or clarify abpvp ratings if necessery
mFor lacnn<ca/ and oobiiniofralJvo seretfees, or ere//, interpret* r/tfo fo moan ^-tn*t^»rt«i responeioffitie* carnDienaurefe with command
SECTION III PERFORMANCE OF DUTY
C - .'.ring only officars of his grada, branch, and about
tha .-aw rimn in grodo, rata tho orf<cer on performance of
his duty assignment. Rood oil descriptions and piaca a
heavy X in tho box opposite bast description,
7. Exeats any othar officer 1 know in porformonco of this duty.
6. Outstanding performance of tSls duty found in very few
off) cars.
5. Very fine porformonco of such a noturo that this officar is a
distinct asset to tha service.
4. Porfarme this duty in a competent. dependable manner.
3. Porforms this duty acceptably.
Z Baraly adequate in porformonco of this duty.













SECTION IV PROMOTION POTENTIAL
Considering officers of His grada, branch, and about tho soma
time in grodo, what is your opmon of this officer's pro-
motion potential? Ploca a rteavy X in the bos apposite bast
description.
6. One of the few exceptional officers who should be coo-
uderod for mora rapid promotion than his contemporaries.
5. Should give an outstanding porformonco whan promotod to
naxt hlghar grada.
4. Should giva o competent and dependable performance whan
promoted to next higher grade.
3, Should give e fairly adopuafo performance of duty whan
promotod to naxt highar grada.
7. Has not yat demonstratad potential for promotion to naxt
*— grodo. Naeds more rime in present grodo.
C- ' /aachod tha highast grade level at which satisfactory









































SECTION V OVER-ALU VALUE
What is your astlmata of tha ratod officer's over-oil value to
tha service? Compare him with officers of the soma grada,
branch, and about the tamo time m grada. Place a haavy X
in tha box opposite best description.
8. The most outstanding officar I know.
7. One of tha faw highly outstanding officers I know.
6. A vary fine officer who Is a groat assat to tha service*
S. A competent, depandobla officar of distinct valua to the
4, A typically effective officar.
3. An acceptable officer whoso value is limited In soma
respects.
2. An officer who performs acceptably m a limited1 rang* of
assignments, but who could easily bo replaced.
An officer who is not of tha caliber that ona should reason-


















IMPORTANT: THE PREPARATION OF AN EFFICIENCY REPORT IS A SERIOUS RESPONSIBILITY. EACH INOIVlOUAL WILL TARE THE SAME PAIN5TAKING CARE 1M
THE PREPARATION OF THE EFFICIENCY REPORT FOR HIS SUBORDINATES THAT HE wOUlD EXPECT HIS RATING OFFICER TO TAKE IN THE PREPARATION
WN EFFICIENCY REPORT. ALL ENTRIES *ILL CE TRUE ANO IMPARTIAL AND VAJC IN ACCORDANCE "iTH AR '23-105
PERSONAL DATA OF OFFICER BEING RATED
"fj. OAft OF RANK '. LAST NAME • ' i«ST HAWE • MOOLC INITIAL SIAviCE MUMSER
t. UNIT. ORGANIZATION. AMD STATION
MONTH |YEAR
DUTY ASS1G* :nt pod rated period
;
TT, major aooitional outies fBrnSEBm)AUTHORIZED CMAOC fOA OUTV ASSIGN-
<0 DESCRIPTION OF OUTlCS PERFORMED
SECTION II • REASON REPORT BEING RENDERED
REASON 'ChmcM On*i BASIS (Chick On*)
PCS RATEO OFFICER DAILY CONTACT
H^HGE OUTV RATEO OFFICER
rPipiam >a Swctien III )
OBSERVATION
CHANGE OUT V RATING OFFtCIA
INFREQUENT OSSERVATION
RECOROS ANO REPORTS
SECTION 111 • DESCRIPTION OF RATED OFFICER AND COMMENTS
Comments will reflect your appraisal A this officer and will emphasize strengths, weaknesses. beSavior. personality, character or other qualities which dis-
tinguish this officer. Comment will be mad* as to officer's present physical ability to perform in time of war the duties required by his grade and branch.
M, RATING OFFICER
<S INOORSINC OFFICER ~
I OO NOT KNOW THE RATEO OFFICER WELL CHOUGH TO COMPLETE THIS REPORT.
RATING OFFICER NDORSING OFFICER
SIGNATURE OF HATING OFFICER SIGNATURE OF IHOORSING OFFICER
REVIEWING OFFICER • PARAGRAPH ISc. AR 623- 1CS HAS 9?EN COMPLIED WITH
THIS REPORT HAS iHCLOSURES. (Inmmwt "O" it •pproprlmf >
DA ,£;-,. 67-4 OFFICER EFFICIENCY REPORT
(AH ill 101)

RATED OFFICERS NAME AHQ SERVICE NUMBER
SECTION IV . ESTIMATED PERFORMANCE OF OTHER DUTIES
t the lev*! at which the rate*! officer would perform m each type of duty described below by indicating for each item the appropriate number shown in
feat . -erformance Legend- The Performance Legend contains six ateps with each step indicating a level of perfurmance. Consider each item in term a appropri-
ate to rated officer'.* grade and oranch, Use the UNKNOWN (VNK) only if the nature of your contact* makes .1 impracticable for you to make an estimate of his
probable performance in a particular assignment. Harking UNKNOWN does not penalize the rated officer.
PERPORKARCE LEGEND
UNK - UNKNOWN 1 - SATISFACTORY |j - EXCELLENT 1
O - UNSATISFACTORY 2 - VERY SATISFACTORY 4 - SUPERIOR
DUTIES RATER INOORSER
J. COMMANO A TACTICAL UNIT
b. COMMAND A NON-TACTlCAL UNIT
SERVE AS A STAFF OFFICER
RATER (Spmctif trpa of Suit Duty) inoorser (Spmci/r 'rpw oi Suit Duty)
•J SERVE AS AM INSTRUCTOR
• SERVE IN A CAPACITY INVOLVING CONTACTS BNTH OTHER SERVICES ANO'OR AGENCIES OF THE II. S. GOVERNMENT
t. SERVE ABAOAO IN AM ASSIGNMENT REQUIRING. CONTACT BIT* FOREIGN FORCES ANO/OR FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS
J SERVE FITH RESERVE COMPONENTS
ft- SERVE IM AN ASSIGNMENT REODRING AFPREOATION OF GOOD PUBLIC RELATIONS
I. CARRY OUT AM ASSIGNMENT INVOLVING MOSTLY AOMI HlSTRATIvE DUTIES
/. SERVE »N an *S3!CNMENT REQUIRING EXPRESSION £ITm£S written OR ORAL 1
SECTION V . TRAITS, QUALITIES AND CHARACTERISTICS SECTION VII . PROMOTION POTENTIAL
Study carefully die listed attr butes wnic i apply in so ue decree to all officers
rtree attributes which
unsiuered appropriate a
butes may be inaicated
RONOUNCEU in the
eu as L.
Considering only officers of his ^raoe. branch, and about the same time in
Designate in oruer of priority,
are the MOST PRONOUNCED
maximum of four additional ML
as M: \ttnuutea which ^re o.
rated officer may, tf considers
as M1.M2 anq M3 the t
in the ratco officer If c
ST PRONOUNCED -«r
isidered to be LEAST F
j ^propriate, oe irlaica
trade, "hut is your opinion ut tins officer's promotion potential' I'iwce a
neaV/y X in the box opposite oest description. A recent promotion or a oranch
transfer requires a comparison with other officers under similar circum-
,t ances
a. A9LE TO INFLUENCE AMD DIRECT OTHERS
RATER inoorser
ONE OF THE «SW EXCEPTIONAL OFFICERS WHO
• . SHOULD 3E CONSIDERED FOR MORE RAPIO
PROMOTION Than hi; CCNTeMPORARIES.
RATER I INDORSER
6- —"IL GROUNOEO ANO INFORMED
S PRACTICAL OECISlONS
_
SHOULD GIVE AN OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE
' WHEN PROMOTEO TO THE NEXT HIGHER GRADE.
rf. SOUND jUOdEMENT ANO COMMCM SENSE
W. COURAGE OF MIS CONVICTIONS SHOULD GIVE A SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE
WHEN PROMOTEO TO THE NEXT HIGHER GRAOE.
f. STRONG INITIATIVE
tf- ACCEPTS RESPONSIBILITY SHOULD GIVE AN EXCELLENT PERFORMANCE
WHEN PROMOTEO TO THE NEXT HIGHER GRAOE.
!
h- GETS ALONG WELL WITH »EOPLC
I. CAN WORK WITH MINIMUM SUPERVISION SHOULC GIVE A VERY SATISFACTORY PERFORMANCE |
' WHEN PROMOTED TO THE HtXT HIGHER G.1A0E
/. loyal to Superiors
k. teamwcrker SHOULD C1VE A SATISFACTORY PERFORMANCE
WHEN PROMOTED TO T HE NEXT HIGHER GRAOE.
1. ALWAYS SETS the EXAMPLE
|
Tt OELEGATES AUTHORITY
- HAS REACHED THE HIGHEST GRAOE
COMMENSURATE WITH ASILlTv
n. LOYAL tO SUROWC1NATES !
SECTION VI . PERFORMANCE OF PRESENT DUTY SECTION VIII - OVERALL VALUE TO SERVICE
Considering only officers of his grade, oranch. and about the some time in Considering officers of !he June ^rade. branch, ana anout the sane tune in
grade, rate tiie officer on performance of his duty assignment. *eaa all dis-
ucriptions «o place a heavy X in tlie box opposite oest description.
^r-Ade. vhai is your estimate of the rated officer's over ad] value to the serv-
icer1 PI.ktc a heavy X in tl.e box opposite best description.
OUTSTANDING OrqroiTMANCE OF THIS DUTY FOUND
' IN VERY FE« OFFICERS
AN OUTSTANDING OFFICER OF RARE VALUE TO THE
SERVICE
| 1
4. PERFORMS THIS OUTY IN A SUPERIOR MANNER.
A SUPERIOR OFFICER OF GREAT VALUE TO THE
SERVICE.
3. PERFORMS THIS OUT f in AN EXCELLENT MAMMtR. - AH EXCELLENT OFFICES OF OlSTlNCT VALUE TO THESERVICE.
PERFORMS THIS OUTY in A
VERT SATISFACTOPY MANNER.
A VERY SATISFACTORY Orr--fR WHOSE VALUE TO
THE SERVICE IS L.MITED IN SOME RESPECTS.
1. PERFORMS THIS DUTY IN A SATISFACTORY MANNER. A SATISFACTORY OFFICER WHOSE VALUE TO THESERVICE IS LIMITED <N MANY RESPECTS.
i
>•









FERENCEO SECTION IN AR 673-105 BEFORE ATTEMPTING TO . JUT ANY ITEM
PANT I • PERSONAL DATA . ?»«j Soctfo* IV. Ajt 62>l03' «. INIT RA A^MT
1. LAST »*«• FIRST NAME- M40CMLC INITIAL j. service xuMitn I 9RAOE A OATE OF RANK BASIC OCTAU. YES MO
T, ORGANIZATION, STATION AND MAJOR COMMAND
PART II • REPORTING PERIOD AND OUTY DaTA (R**t S*cnot»a IV «nd V, Aft 623-10$)
RERlOO COVEREO t. REASON FOfl RENDERING RERORT (Chmck) 10. RC^ORT SASEO On 'Cft»c*) RATER
OAICY CONTACT
DAY MONTH YEAR DAY , MONTH YEAN ICHANOE Or RATER FREQUENT OBSERVATION
>CS RATED OFFICII! NFAEOUENT OBSERVATION
OUTY DAYS OTHER OAYS CHANfil OF OUTY FOR RATED OFFICER NECOAOS AND REPORTS
1 OTMCR (Spmcity) OTHER fSpAciff)
OUTY ASSIGNMENT FOR RATEO RE3lOO
PRINCIPAL. OUTY
14. MAJOR AQOITtONAL OUTIES
PART 111 • MANNER OP PERFORMANCE S«d p»r, 4 ,mp* 2lc. AR 623-105)
4. INOORSER
_
I AM UNABLE TO EVACUATE THIS OFFICER FOR THE FOLLOWING REASON)
DA .":» 67-5 «•«« 3 OA 'OHM «>S. I FEN *i 1 i osioLtrt i-rtcmt » scp « \ft ARM y OFFICER EFFICIENCY REPORTiAH tlJlOS)
107

ratio ornctm NAMC AMD SCHVICC «UM«CR
f ART IV • PERSONAL QUALITIES ,**•<* 21d, AR 623-103)
IHAOCOUATC MARGINAL RCLO* AVERAGE AVERAGE ••OVC AVERAGE EXEMRLARV
PART V • APPRAISAL OP QUALIFICATIONS
<R~d omrmgrmph 2t», AR 623*10$)
— * ADAPTABILITY fidflwu ia nmmr m changing tinamtlomm 4 i«wm«, bmmrm <r» aid* pr«»»
COtHJAMO A TACTICAL UNIT
b. COHO MOM-TACTICAL UNIT
& AMBITION ''$••** mnd wmlca < important rmmponmibiltllmm)
aprcarahCC (Pommvtmmm tniUimey bmmyrtng antf fa nmmt. mmmri. mmd *-#U-^«xam«j)







I •. DEPENDABILITY 'CJ"*'»'*'"'t' aeeampJianaa J»|if»d i
|/. ENTHUSIASM (Motlwmlmm oc.1*r» if him tmmt)




.1. FORCE f£»cufea actiona rifcraaaJr,) » SPECIAL STAFF
HATCH (Spmctty)
NGCNUITV ifmil *«?««an« to pro6/#ma r-j«of»«i a/ OOotacJaa)
/ INITIATIVE : T»««« n«c»««*rr mnd tpprooniim melton an rata own) INOORSER (Spmxutr)
*- INTELLIGENCE Mequtraa knowlmdgm mnd gtmmpm cautpu rmmdilf)
JUOacMEKT 'Tl»n*t logically and nakma prmeticmt dmclmtonmi
!•* LOVALTYfRanttera tmlthhtt mnd willing mupport to avpmrtorm mnd aubordtnatmm t
n. MORAL COURAGE (tntmlloctxaal honmaty, mrtlltngnmmm to mtsnml up mnd bm couatooT) inoorscr (SP+xitr)
SELF-otSClPLiNE (CanOmtctm tiimmmlt in mceaedmncm *mh »cco««J ttmndmrxlm i
SELF-IMPROVCMCHT ffM** oc«On to impvovo iibimJ/I
> q. iqci *aii_i r v 'Pi'IIcm'm (rooty mnd mmatly tn moclmi mnd
t. WITH OTHER US FORCES
ON AGENCIES
>t. it ami n a fptrfawi awccoaoiuSfr ondmt prvirmcfd -tftvmicml mnd tnmntml mtwoma)
•• TACT -'Sara or tfo*o mrftmr <m opproprfato mrithoat giving inrwcoavaty ottmnao)
$. «ITN FORE'GM FORCES
ON GOVERNMENTS
1 1 UNDERSTANDING (Apnrmeimtlon ot mnothot poroon'a rtawpotnt) h. INSTRUCTOR
<- PITH RESCPvE COMPONENTS
PART VI • OVERALL DEMONSTRATED PERFORMANCE AND ESTIMATED POTENTIAL Hmmd pmrmgrmohm lit mnd 2tg. AR 42J-1M)














PART vii • NUMERICAL VALUE
fR»md pvafiropn 2lh, AR 623-103)
(Scormm io bm omarod by tmimr mnd tndotmm*.
•no" vandod by m peraonnaJ ottlcmt)
PART VIII - AUTHENTICATION tRmma pmrmgrmpn 211. AR 623-103)
17. IIGNATyNCOF RATCR
SCORES TVRCO NAMC. SRAOC. SRANCN. SCRV1CC NUMICN. 0R6ANI 2 AT :ON. AMO OUTT ASNGMUEHT
RATCR ! IN1 CX>MSCR
I SIGNATURCOF tHOORSCR
TTRCO NAMC. GRADE. 9RANCH. SCRVtCC <iUM«CR. ORGANIZATION. AND DUTY ASSIGNNfiNT
CO*4POStTE SCORE
'» REVIEWER >Ttmmd Smctlon VI. AR 673-103) *f RCVICN NOICATCS NO FURTHER ACTION I ACTION STATED OR COMTII ATtON SHEET
SIGNATURE OF R«VIE»CR
IIS REPORT HAS •CLOSURES (I*—tt





IMPORT ARTi TM6 PREPARATION OF AN EFFICIENCY REPORT IS A SERIOUS RESPONSIBILITY. EACH INDIVIDUAL WILL TAKE THE SAME PAINSTAKING .'.ARE IN THE PREP-
ARATION OP THE REPORT FOR MIS SUBORDINATES THAT HE WOULO EXPECT MIS RATING OFFICER TO TAKE IN Tm£ PSfPARAT'ON DF HIS OWN REPORT ALL ENTRIES
•ILL SE TRUE AND IMPARTIAL. READ CAREFULLY 3EFERENCED PARAGRAPH IN AR 6?V 105 BEFORE ATTEMPTING TO F'LL OUT ANY IT eh
PART I • PERSONAL DATA rhVed paragraph J-U. AH 633-10$)
*. LAST NAMI . FIRST NAME • UIOOL- INITIAL S service numscn ' OATE. Of WAN
$. UNIT, ORGANIZATION. STATION, AND MAJOR COMMAND
PART II - REPORTING PERIOD ANO DUTY DATA <Re«d paragraph 3 2b. AR 623-10$)
s. PEBiOO COVEKEO 6. REASON FOR SUBMITTING REPORT (Check) c REPORT BASEO ON fCh
OAILY CONTACT
OAT MONTH YEAN MONTH [YEAR CHANGE OF RATER FREQUENT OBSERVATION
PCS RATED OFFICER MFREOUENT OBSERVATION
DUTY DAYS OTHER DAYS CHANGE OF OUTT FOR RATED OFFiCER NO REPORTS
OTHER ( Specify) OTHER (Specify)
PART III AUTHENTICATION (Read parsgreah 3-7c. AR 633-tOS)
a. SIGNATURE OF RATER
6. SIGNATURE OF INDORSE*
;. RfVIEWER {Read c^ip»r i. AR 633-10$) NY REVIEW 1NOICATCJ NO FURTHER ACTION I ACTION STATEO ON INCLOSURES
SIGNATURE OF REVIEWER . SERVICE NUMBER. ORGANIZATION. AND OUTT
d. THIS REPORT HAS tNCLOSURCS. ffnaerf **«*' ft appropriate)
QATE ENTERED ON :» FORM &« PERSONNEL OFFICER'S I
TO COMPLETE PARTS IV, VI, VII, VIII iX, X. AMD XI, EVALUATE THE RATED OFFICER IN COMPARISON WITH OTHER OFFICERS OF THE SAME GRADE
SIMILAR EXPERIENCE. MILITARY SCHOOLING. AND TIME IH GRADE- ITEMS DESIGNATED BY ASTERISK REQUIRE EXPLANATION IN PART X:.
PART IV - PERSONAL QUALITIES 'Read oarmgraph 4-3d. AR 633-103)
NOT OBSERVEO
ADAPTABILITY fAdju • changing aifuAftorta;
HBiTlON fSreke and welromea. nfitery propriety, additional and mora important r*vpon*itui:tie*'
appearance fPoaeea aUtary bearing and t
C0O»ERATiON i-*oi*i i nth others as learn member)
DECISIVENESS Mot Jiff < decide a definite • a ot action
t
OEFCNO*»ILi iimu/n luparnnon)
km othere by his *een internal and perianal participation;
FORCE r£xecu(ea eetione vigproualy)
'Creative ability in 1 tatng means to sole* proUama)
(Tskes necessary and eppropn
' to pnncipJee ot nonesty end morel courage;
I/. INTELLIGENCE (Acquires knowledge end grasps ncepts readily)
jm. JUOGMENT 'Thinks logically and makes practical decisions)
< and subordinaii
MORAL COURAGE (Intellectual honeaty. Mltingnesa i tend up and be counted)
o NON-OUTV CONOUCT 'Keepa his pei&onat attaint i
SELf-OiSC'F'LiNE fConductF hn
SELF-iMOROvCMEN improve himself)
SELFLESSNESS (Suborbmef i pereonsl welfare to that ot the orgamsati
i social and
t successfully under ea physical and mental alreas)
i appropriate without giv eesary otlenae)
„_
TENACITY (Ta s mn ( aeraevere >n lac oi obstacles)




,r« 67-6 REPLACES OA FORM »7-S. 1 AUG •>. HICH IS OBSOLETE U.S. ARMY OFFICER EFFICIENCY REPORTFor us* ot (Pits form, see AR 623-105: the propone




PAST V . DUTY ASSIGNMENT FOR RATIO PERIOD fttwtf p«n«n^ 4-3: AR 623-103)
arin<ipal OUTV C AUTH «MAOC
» MAJOR AOOtTlOMM. DUTIES
PART VI
- PERFORMANCE OP OUTV P ACTORS fR»*d pmrmgrsp/i «-J/, AA «7J-/05)
NOT OBSEAVBO
PART VIII - PROMOTION POTENTIAL
R**d p*/«*r«pA 4- 3ft, AR 633-103)
RATER HXitt*
*. DISPLAY* A ••0*«SSiOH*L KNOWLEDGE OF ASSIGNED DUTIES
A MANAGES ACSOUACES EFFICIENTLY AMO ECONOMICALLY
^PAOMOTC AHEAD OF CONTEMPORARIES
(EXHIBITS CHARACTERISTICS WHICH
j
should bring hiu to the highest
POUTlOMS a THE AAMV.I
C ESTABLISHES AMO ACHIEVES HIGH STAMOAAOS Of PEAFONMANCE
d. 'U^itil HIS AESAONSlBILITlCS IN the development OF SUBOAOinATES DO MOT PROMOTE AT THIS TIME*
PLANS SEVONQ THE IMMEOlATE ACQUIREMENTS OF ASSIGNED OUTIBS I DO NOT PROMOTE THIS OFFICER*
/. OCLCGATEt AUTHORITY AS APPAOPAIATE
A EXERCISES PROPBA OCGAEC OP SUPERVISION
PART IX SCHOOLING POTENTIAL
(R—4 pmrmtrmptt 4-3h, AR 623-105)
A. COMMAAOS CONFIOCNCE ANO RESPECT
I. ACCEPTS PULL RESPONSIBILITY POM HIS ACTION*
/.. WILLINGLY ACCEPTS ANQ ACTS UPON SUGGESTIONS AHO CONSTRUCTIVE CAiTiCM
*. EXPRESSES HIMSELP CLEARLY ANO CONCISELY ORALLY
/. EXPRESSES HIMSELF CLEANLY AMO CONCISELY IN WRITING
try wa.ni AIMS AN APPAQPAIATE LEVEL OP PHYSICAL PITNeiS
[« MAS COUCH POA THE AELPAAE OP SUBOAOINATCS OR PUATHCA
PART VII - DEMONSTRATED PERPORMANCE OP PRESENT OUTt >P**d pmrm»fph *-J«. AR 633-105) MOT APPLICABLE
i
OThea CSvctty bmlom)
PERFORMS THIS OUTV BETTER THAN ANT OTHEA OFFICE* I AMO* *
PERFORMANCE OP THIS OUTV CQUALEO BY VEAV PE* OFFICERS
PAST X • ASSIGNMENT POTENTIAL
<R»»c omtrngrtph 4- in. AR 623-105)
PERFORMS THIS OUTV SETTER THAN HOST OFFICERS
I
PERFORMS THIS DUTV At WELL AS MOST OFFICERS
j PERFORMANCE OP THIS OUTV MEETS MINIMUM STAMOAAOS
lACAPOAMS THIS OUTV in AN UNSATISP ACTOAV MANNER ' [POTENTIAL FOR HIGHER LEVEL STAPP
PART XI - COMMENTS fR~<i pfgnph 4-31. AR 623-103)
tv tMOORSSR 22 * ** UMA9LK TO EVACUATE THIS OFFICER FOR THE FOLLOWING REAJOMi
PART XII . OVER-ALL VALUE TO THE SERVICE (R**4 pmfgrtph 431, AR (,23-105)





PLACEMENT OF OPPICCAS (Eniot • in »pproprt*tm group*
•OTTOM tTH









» A iT I - PERSONA*. DATA < *<•«</ r ,<p* j-:i* /*>f njs-toft
i. &IN f GRAM [ J. OAff Of 8*N<«. IA*T KAMI - f itSI HAM! - MiOOU IWTUU.
Vfon/A [ DSJ [ fa
( OMiT. OK^AMZATlON.STAllONANOIAAjOtCOMIAANO A. .OOf.i$lfl-Af«y
C«*WrfJ
•An - I &04 TING nt»0 AMD DUTY DATA | #/oJ patotrap* S-2b *ft AJJ-iUii
Period Covered } b. tow! for Submitting Report r Repon B-sed Oi
d. EXPLANATION Of NONBAItO DUTY DAYS ANOyOS OTHER OATS IAt Rtqmttd)
•A*T M . OCftCnmON O* DUTKt .a^j p<*atrapH *'Ja. AM 62J-lOSt
.
Pnot i pml Duty Tftta
J. Special Career Profnun Poutkm OesifBO
PAST IV -WMBONM ATTUtUTtt tfita* pmrarap* 4-3*. A* 62J-i0il
RATE* Compile rmc* fmttftom. Expiatm *No and *Ne*dt unprovtme/a respcntet m fan tVb and. if Herniary, fart VII
Bgg552
I. Has this officer demonstrated moral and character strength?
2. Did this officer demonstrate technical competence appropriate to his grade and branch"*
Did this officer state, as appropriate, his honest opinions and convictions'' (Not a "yes man")
4. Did this officer seek responsibility*
Did this officer willingly accept lull accountability for his actions and the actions of his, subordinates?
6. Is this officer emotionaJly stable under stress?
7. Is this officers judgment reliable*
8. D*a this officer maintain effective iwo-*av communication with juniors, seniors, and peen?
Did this officer demonstrate concern for :he best interests of his subordinates?
Did this officer contribute to the personal and professional development ot his subordinates?
Ou this officer subordinate his personal interests jnd welfare to those of his organization and subordinates?
Did this officer's personal conduct set the proper example for his subordinates?
Was this officer innovative in his approach to his dunes and responsibilities?
14 Did this officer demonstrate a breadth of perspective and depfh of understanding beyond the limn of hie specific responsibilities?
1 5. DkJ this officer keep himself physically fit?
6 Did this officer fulfill his rrsponsinin.es concerning the Army s Equal Opportunity Proio'am?
Qmttiontti
c. INOOVSU Itmtrtj o*\ aaoviqmttao**. if dtstrrd. QmmUtCMfH
PA*T ¥ - Z>EMONSTtA HO ««K)tMANd Of PtBfKT OUTY , fl-uJ puragrarh 4-Jf. AR b73-105)
rater AMOiNOOeuv In my judgment. :hrs officer s performance o( duty was \piacr sew in appitcubie uoii,
Outiuutduift Suoenor Eneilem Effective
SCOtt
rate*
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*- a*rf tComvfct* recft eweine* wi /he ipec* pww^ri.)
1. What dtri thai officer do ocw •
i do you oeheve tha officer would mane the greatest contribution to the Amy?
». tATu ano MooKsn jf j nacj f,jj| responsibility and authority, I would (place score in applicable boxy.
Promote this officer
to Um next higher
gride behind huofficer
Promote thu officer to the




30 29-24 23-8 7-2
mi cm
INDOnU [ " *] | *\







- COMHtfNIS tRead paragraph «-j* \R 623-105}
J: tATfa ."* *"*/(»< #*uj«4j(«wi u mandatory.
». iNOOftStl Ncrrattee evmJuatiom a mandatory attest (he wuim; o/ paragraphs 2~2k and *-*i AR 623-103 apply
PAST VII - UPOtT SCOttt
•ATW ! 'Noocsen
VI
PAf? Ut - AtfTHtHTrCAnON Iffnd paragraph J-2/. AM 623-10!
signature Of ratei WHO NAMt fL*UT. first. Ml'
GfiAOC. BaANCH, ORGANIZATION. DUTY A4SICNAMNT
6 SlGMAFuae Of iNOORSSi rrPto nam* iUisi, firsl. Mt\
GRADE. MAMCH ORGANIZATION. OUTY ASSIGNMENT
SSN
Review indicates no further action og^UUS IN ACiONS STATED ON iNClOSLRtS
S*GNATURt O* REVIEWER VPtO NAM* iLust. first. Ml,
ftVOtTSCOtt
I. With iNOOBSM/a-^ft)
1. Wilnoul 'NQORSER f2H,
jRADE 8RANCH. ORGANIZATION. DUTY ASSIGNMENT





9. «AT£D Of*ICt» COT tChfct
ant and date)
^ I. Given io officer
^ 2. Forwarded to officer
C3 3- Forwarded to indorscr
4 Forwarded *o reviewer
,
fORWAjiOiNG *00»£Si rRdird Officer/ d. DATE RECEIVED
BATED OMKTER CO»v
^] I. Given to officer
2j 2. Forwarded to officer






• **«7J » mm
•*»T I - AO«MMSTII*riVf OAfA
LAST -.*a*t »t«9T •.*«« WOOU KNTlAk .. QAM f^« CSS i , « l. SSSSfSj ^*»^r
.,-Ht 2"0**-I*f Q«i |T4?-o«i I<#C30IO* *« wupi fiWMB * i «whi »o« tuiwm io<
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OATIo»*oi • •***c- o*o*«w<*Tio« owrr BjBwiit
-»*•** 3* t*«.»0" 4Ti« 'CW rv« JH* SWUhTUftl
a STT1**0* • »*.*<:- 0*Gn*M«**TiO<« OWTt AMtOMWItlt
IMiiTiiU
srHI O* HAT|00*"CI«
»*«t in . ovtv oesciumo* . **—.
»«it.O*n.Cu»* ''%<
<. M»l*TO»*«Tiii* OA'(Ma«>>t-l
•AJ»T ' V - •« «»a t gVAlUATKM* -MWI
PWPWW——>WWW HIGH DEGREE LOW 0EGft£t
v \m ar«ii«* tow^pwi i ft. JvcaMKMM fac—al
: Dmwfufnw mpr^y^tf j—WHp •»« #»HW >• mmo+4 *
CI m—l fUMM 1 a m*mfm*m» Us au*r«» m««uo«a
« iotmui dutwopt ud e 1 1 srU MM MiotCV* It^M MUHllrti
I ii











, UTIO o««'Cf « t »»«
»»«T V -WWWMW yWO »OTI«TI»L (VAIUAIIOM ••
uTieerxcmti assjomio >* o-<* o» m****** DruoMrioin
« »f •» 0»MAMCI OuA'NG TMlft NATIMO PIMlQO ••»«<! TO MMM I
0«i~»v5 l Choi o p^^^ uau
O* «0»W *' -» MO »*«T i • » «m t o* tonm « > -«-
1
IZhtT MQUOtllMNTI D5 IZL
O* '0«M«)*l **0»AMT I . *«*0«. OA »0*M • > -«- OO HOT utl »0* COMMIITV
• tH.joH'CI«J»CM"''»k 0« ««OWOT<0* TO TH( MllT MiGM|K GAAOt <S
I 1
"• IZL m OO «OT ••OWO'S IZL
• CO*MiiNTON»OTfNTUt.
•ART VI - MtfTEflMCOtATC RATER
» COMM|«|T|
PART VII - ttNtOM RATIR
















OFFICER EVALUATION REPORT SUPPORT FORM
For uH of This form, sea AR 623-105: prooor»ant aoency •» US Army Military Personnel Center.
Head Privacy Act Statement and instructions on Reverse before Completing this form.
PART I - RATED OFFICER IDENTIFICATION
NAME OF RATED OFFICER (Latl pint. Mil GRADE TprinCIPAL DUTY TITLE ORGANIZATION









RATED OFFICER'S SPEC! ALTIES/MOS DUTY SSI/MOS
PART III — RATED OFFICER tComnlK te c. b and e below for this rating ntnodi
a. STATE YOUR SIGNIFICANT OUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
b. INOiCATE YOUR MAJOR PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES





PART IV - RATER AND/OR INTERMEDIATE RATER (Reviaw and comment on Part HI a. b. and c aoouu.
Insure remorme are continent with your performance and potential evaluation on DA Form 67—•$.
)
a. RATER COMMENTS (Optional,
SIGNATURE AND OATE (Mandatory)
b. INTERMEDIATE RATER COMMENTS (Optional)
SIGNATURE AND OATE (Mandatory)
DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1974 (5 U.S.C. 552a)
T. AUTHORITY: Sec 301 Title 5 USC; Sec 3012 Title 10 USC.
2. PURPOSE: DA Form 67—8, Officer Evaluation Report, serves as the primary source of information for officer personnel
management decisions. DA Form 67—8—1, Officer Evaluation Support Form, 3erves as a guide for the rated officer's perform-
ance, development of the rated officer, enhances the accomplishment of the organization mission, and provides additional
performance information to the rating chain.
3. ROUTINE USE: DA Form 67—8 will be maintained in the rated officer's official military Personnel File (OMPF) and
Career Management Individual File (CMIF). A copy will be provided to the rated officer either directly or sent to the
forwarding address shown in Part I, DA Form 67—8. DA Form 67—8—1 is for organizational use only and will be returned to
the rated officer after review by the rating chain.
4. DISCLOSURE: Disclosure of the rated officer's SSAN (Part I, DA Form 67—8) is voluntary. However, failure to verify
the SSAN may result in a delayed or erroneous processing of the officer's OER. Disclosure of the information in Part IIIc,
DA Form 67—8—1 is voluntary. However, failure to provide the information requested will result in an evaluation of the
rated officer without the benefits of that officer's comments. Should the rated officer use the Privacy Act as a basis not
to provide the information requested in Part IIIc, the Support Form will contain the rated officer's statement to that effect
and be forwarded through the rating chain in accordance with AR 623—105.
INSTRUCTIONS
PART I: Identification - Self explanatory.
PART II: Rating Chain — The personnel officer or appropriate administrative office will fill in information based on
the commander's designated rating scheme.
PART Ilia: Rated Officer Significant Duties and Responsibilities — State the normal requirements met in your specific
position as well as any important additional duties. Address the type of work required, rather than frequently changing
specific tasks.
PART 1Mb: Rated Officer Maior Performance Objectives — List the most important tasks, priorities, and major areas of
concern and responsibility assigned. This is an explanation of how you set out to accomplish the duties described in Ilia.
Ideally these are planned goals that you will work toward in an effort to make a contribution to the accomplishment of the
organization mission; however, they may be in reaction to unpredictable changes. The objectives come from the following
four categories.
ROUTINE — Objective* that address the repetitive and commonplace duties that must be carried out.
These are duties that will produce less visible results, but will have serious consequences if not
properly executed.
PROBLEM SOLVING — Objectives that provide for dealing with problem situations. The objective
should plan for or address potential problems so that time is available to deal with them without
disrupting other objectives.
INNOVATIVE — Objective* that create new or improved methods of operation in the organization.
PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT - Objectives that further professional growth of an individual or
his/her subordinates.
PART IIIc: Rated Officer Significant Contributions — Describe the most significant contributions you made during the
rating period. These may have been in support of the objectives established or may highlight other accomplishments
that you feel are important.
PART IV: Rater and/or Intermediate Rater Review and Comment — Insure any remarks are consistent with your
performance and potential evaluation on DA Form 67—8. Signature does not show concurrence with Part III
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Part I provides identification and administrative data.
Part II indicates specific senior rater rating history by numb
and number of different officers evaluated.
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To: All Questionnaire Recipients




The purpose of this memorandum is to request your
assistance in a research project being conducted at the
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California. We
are interested in determining the perceptions of U.S.
Army officers in the field concerning the value and
effectiveness of the current Army Officer Evaluation
Report (DA Form 67-8). The enclosed questionnaire is
intended to gain the individual input of experienced
officers in order to determine whether or not the cur-
rent OER is a more accurate and practical evaluative
tool than its predecessors. The survey will compare
the responses of mid-level Army officers with the recent
findings of the Department of the Army, as well as the
results of earlier surveys.
2. The questionnaire asks you for your personal feelings
concerning various aspects of the current OER. Your
responses will provide invaluable data for this research,
and may ultimately prove very useful to DA. We assure
you that your individual responses will remain confiden-
tial. Only summary information will be used in this
study.
3. This entire questionnaire can be completed in less
than 30 minutes. The success or failure of this project
is totally dependent upon your response. Thank you
for your cooperation. ^-> .

*** NOTE: Questions 1-7 are to be answered by
circling or filling in your response.
1. What is your sex? Male
Female
2. What is your rank/rate?
















Approximately how many OER's have you received
under the current system (DA Form 67-8)?
Less than 4 4-6 7-9 Greater than 9
Approximately how many OER's have you completed
as a rater or senior rater under the current
system (DA Form 67-8)?
Less than 5 6-10 11-15 16-20 More than 20
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NOTE: Questions 8-26 are to be answered
by circling the number to the right of
the question that most accurately describes
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8. The development of the OER Support Form 5 4 3 2 1
(DA67-8-1) has significantly aided me in
measuring the rated officer's performance
9. I feel the OER Support Form (DA67-8-1) has 5 4 3 2 1
helped to improve my performance through
the objective and responsibility setting
process
.
10. In most cases the rater is in a better 5 4 3 2 1
position to evaluate officer's
performance than is the senior rater.
11. By virtue of his experience and broader 5 4 3 2 1
organizational persepctive the senior
rater is in a better position than the
rater to accurately assess an officer's
potential .
12. I feel that if I do not receive all "l's" 5 4 3 2 1
in the rater's numerical professionalism
section of the DA67-8 (Part IV), it will
greatly reduce my promotion opportunity.
13. If I do not receive checks in the blocks 5 4 3 2 1
"always exceeds requirements" and
"promote ahead of contemporaries" in
the rater's performance and potential
section of DA67-8 (Part V), it will
greatly reduce my promotion opportunity.
14. If I am not placed in the top box of 5 4 3 2 1
the senior rater's potential evaluation
scale, I feel my chances for promotion
are greatly reduced.
15. Senior rater assessments of potential 5 4 3 2 1
should compare the rated officer's
abilities with those of all-other
officers of the same grade, regardless
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16. I feel that selection boards viewing the S 4 3 2 1
current OER form place more emphasis on
the senior rater's evaluation than the
rater's input,
17. I feel that the rater's performance 5 4 3 2 1
narrative is the single most important
part of the OER.
18. I feel that inflation is not a problem 5 4 3 2 1
with the current OER.
19. I feel that the current OER has helped 5 4 3 2 1
to reduce the inflation problem of past
OER systems.
20. I feel the present OER system is effective 5 4 3 2 1
in identifying officers of little potential
value to the Army.
21. I feel the present OER system effectively 5 4 3 2 1
identifies those officers having the
greatest future potential.
22. When acting as a rater, I feel that if I 5 4 3 2 1
do not give the rated officer all "l's"
in the rater's numerical professionalism
section of the OER (Part IV) , it will
greatly reduce his promotion opportunity.
23. When acting as a rater, I feel that if I 5 4 3 2 1
do not check the blocks "always exceeded
requirements" and "promote ahead of
contemporaries" in the rater's performance
and potential section of the OER (Block V)
,




*** NOTE: Questions 24 and 25 are to
answered only if you have been a
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24. I feel that by rating officers predominantly
in the top box on the senior rater's potential
evaluation scale, I am in danger of losing my





When acting as a senior rater, I feel that
if I do not place the rater officer in the
top block of the potential evaluation
scale, it will greatly reduce his promotion
opportunity.
I feel that the current OER, DA 67-8, should
be replaced with a new report.
NOTE: Questions 27 and 28 are to be
answered by circling your response.
In the last six months, how many times have
you had discussions with your rater about how
well you were doing in your job.
None 1-2 3-4 5-6 Greater than 6
28. I feel that the efficiency reports I have
received under the current system have:
Greatly overrated my abilities 5
Slightly overrated my abilities 4
Accurately portrayed my abilities 3
Slightly underrated my abilities 2
Greatly underrated my abilities 1
122

29. From the following list of evaluation techniques
select the one you would most prefer (Coded 1) ° g








This technique requires the listing of subordinate 1 2
officers of equal grade, in order from highest to lowest,
according to relative quality of performance.
1 7Nomination
. This technique requires the rater to identify c
the best and worst group of performers from among all
rated subordinate officers of equal grade. For
example, a rater with 10 subordinate officers could be
required to identify the top 20% or 2 officers and
bottom 20% or 2 officers, leaving the middle 60%
unidentified.
Paint Allocation . This technique requires the rater to 1 2
allocate a fixed number of points among aTl of his
subordinate officers of equal grade with the best
performer receiving the most points. For example,
with 1000 points to allocate among 10 subordinate
officers, the rater could give the best performer
250 points, the next best 200 points and so on until
lie has exhausted the 100 points, or he may give all
10 subordinate officers 100 points each.
Forded Choice . Tnis technique requires the rater to 12
choose a specified number of criteria that best
describe the rated officer. For example, a rated
officer must be evaluated on managerial style and
manner by selecting one of the following: Constructive,
Supportive, or Creative.
Narrative Reports . This method could take several forms. 1 2
The report could be completely unstructured with the
raier providing his evaluation of a rater officer
in free essay form. In another adaptation, an unrestricted
narrative addendum could be attached to a standard evalua-
tion form such as was done on DA Form 67-7
Weighted Scores or Weighted Check List . This technique pre- 1 2
sents the rater with a large number of statements des-
cribing various types and levels of behavior relating
to job success. Each of these statements has a different
relative value or is weighted. These relative values are
unknown to the rater but are known to DA Boards and Mana-
gers. The rater selects those statements which best
describe the rated officer.
Global Scored Reports . This technique utilizes a form 1 2
on which the rater and indorser record their overall
assessment of performance and/or potential in terms of
a single global score as was done on DA Form 67-7.
Forced Distribution . Current system. 1 2
30. Please use the back of this page for any additional comments you
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